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THE

Loretto To

Obnoxious Weeds

Carpel The Key City
Contribute To Disease and Epidemic;
Thorough Cleaning Of rremises
Should Be Asked For.
Just at this jimr oí the year,
while the weeds are still in the
tender infancy of their careers, it

it not much

of a job to hoe them;

K.EYS

More Cement

Play Here

TO

JULY

THE

NO. 28

16. 1914.

KINGDOM

Road and

7

OF

COLFAX"

Amendments To The

Bridge Fund

On Sunday

Is Exhausted

Next Sunday, July iy, the Loretto team of Dawson will cross bats
with the Cimarron team on the local diamond. This team defeated
the Maxwell team two times this
yesr and is conceded to be the best
base ball aggregation in the northern part of the state. The game
will be an interesting one aud a
.number of people are 'expected to
come over from the coal camp and
root for their players.
The Cimarron team has had a
good rest (be past few weeks and
is in good condition to put up a
stiff game, giving it a good opportunity to win with honors.

rod and bridge fund
is temporarily depleted due to the
heavy drain on its treasury thin
Spring and summer caused by the
cjnsti uction of many miles of high
ways and the building of numer
ous m(bridges. A portion of the
June expense accounts could not
be paid at the recent meeting of
the road board. As soon as the
fund' is rehabilitated by the paying
of delinquent taxes, a portion of
which is set aside for road and
bridge purposes, it is thought-tha- t
the balance of the past accounts
will ; paid.
The county

State Constitution
Equalization of Taxes and the Two
Year Terms Comprise Sections
of Importance For Voters.

Officials Of

New Mexico voters will be given
an opportunity to vote on several
amendments to the state constitution at the election next November.
Taxation and Revenue come in
for radical changes over the pres
ent law pertaining to taxation. The
amendment provides for a maxi
mum state levy of 14 mills; 4 mills
for general state purposes and the
remaining ten mills for bonds, in-

the work of their eradication now
is not only easier, but of infinid y
more advantage, before the seeds
mature and fly all over the place
preparatory to a (tesh start next
year.
There is no ordinance covering
terest, educational, penal and charthe pest, and the town board would
itable state institutions.
do well to pass a drastic measure
Cimarron Canyon
According to an opinion handed
That the spirit of pride and pro
The amendment to the constitu
sweeping in its jurisdiction making
Colfax County In
down by Attorney General Clancy, tion also provides that public mon
it a misdemeanor for violating the gress has the upper hand in Cimar
A Tented City
village officials in New (Mexico are ies must be deposited with nation
ron is evidenced by the fact that
law.
of
walks
cement
not
taxed with a great amount of al banks and trust companies and
alarge
number
v
It is not always lull understood
Picture and Story
being handicapped by the interest derived therefrom, and
this
be
constructed
here
work,
are
to
of
menace
to
a
the
just how much
Clear Through
stase constitution. Henceforth the any public officer making anv prohe cement walk in the
general health of a community summer.
At San Diego Fair
village boards .will have but little fit out of public monies or using
weeds constitute. Doctors do not western part of town on gth street
lie
public
the
will
work
to do but to look wise like an the same for any purpese not auth
to
extended
overstate the facts when they asThis is the time of the year when
by
will
walks
be
built
owl.
and
schools
orized by law, shall be guilty of a
sert that most of the epidemic
all who can, are availing themColfax county is destined to reThe people of Springer, certain felony and shall be disqualified to
that visit a community dur- the school board from the stieet to
selves of the opportunity to camp
ing the months when vegetation is building. On 8th street the walk ceive valuable publicity at the San in the mountains for several weeks parties of whom protested against hold public office.
Tolby Mem Diego exposition through the New and break away from the humid the validity of some village ordiSection 6, Art. 8. Lands held
Mist stalling, are due directly and will be extended to the
indirectly to the rank growth of ob- orial church from the Swastika ho Mexico Board of Exposition man- heat of city and plains. This has nances, caused the mayor of that in large tracts shall not be assessed
Tbey form a tel. On other streets the walks agers. Dawson, the model camp been noticeable during the past tew town to communicate with the at for taxation at any lower value per
noxious plants.
of the world where the black dia
will be extended several blocks.
choice breeding place for germ-ca- r
weeks as hardly a day passes by torney general to ascertain what acr,e then than lands of the same
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is
and
mond
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the
other
is
an
council
taking
town
The
but,Wrt camper? are seeking- ttie power New Mexico village officials character or quality and similarly
rving insects, and it is even concamp.-- , in the county will be shown
proposition
in
sidewalk
the
interest
tended that in the foul odor that
quiet retreats of streams and pine have in passing ordinances. The situated, held in smaller tracts.
n
movies,
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when
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this
up
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for
subject
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and
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lies the
follows the decay of
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meeting.
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last
at
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considered as adding value there
many
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ies arrived from Denver for an out boards have but little authority.
cause
developed
in
both
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natural
and
forces
the
A village has no authority to col to for the purpose of taxation.
pride
and honor that
ing in the Cimarron Canyon.
From another angle, they are an
Section 2, Art. 10. All county
eyesore and a blot on the fair beau-t- people of Cimarron to make x state.
Practically the entire distance in lect a ti road tax- from every able- According
subof
Col.
to
along
Twitchell
bodied
improvements
male
citizen;
tensive
the road tax officers shall be elected for a term
of this city, and pride, if no oththe canyon is covered with campLas Vegas, moving picture films ers and its soubriquette may pro- must be collecten by the county. of two years, and after serving two
er incentive, should be an import- stantial lines.
be tal en of the coal camps in
will
perly be termed the "tented ciry," Having authority however, to levy consecutive terms, shall be ineligiant factor in determining residents
which
near
ex
be
the
are
future
to
property where ble to hold any county office for
it
would
at least so during the summer taxes against
to spend the little time
hibited at the exposition. The months of each year.
streets or other improvements are two years thereafter.
take, and acquire the little back Big Deliveries Of
pictures wilt show the men going
a direct benefit to such property.
Section 1, Art. 5. The execuache it might involve, in ridding
work;
entering
col
and
the
to
The maximum tax a village can tive department shall consist of a
frjm
Cimarron of the unwelcome carpet
Fish Made In
lieries ami the process of mining.
levy for general purposes is five governor, lieutenant governor, secthat is spreading itself over every
- Penal Institution
with
together
the
illustratThis,
mills.
The occupation tax is also retary of state, state auditor, state
nuok and corner in our Key Citv
county
the
on
eh
literature
should
unconstitutional
and not in accord treasurer, attorney general, superTrout Streams place it in foremost
Now, then, let it be said that an
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ranks
with
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law.
the
state
intendent of public instruction and
Reforms Thief;
ordinance with drastic measures
publicity
of view.
a
point
opinion
The
further
reads
that
of public lands, who
commissioner
obof
city
rid
the
alone, will not
Springer has no legal right to col shall be elected for a term of two
noxious plants; it can only preTen fish cans of mountain trout
Makes JHonest Living lect a saloon license of f 100 a year years beginning on the first day of
scribe the penalty on people who were planted in the streams of this
from each saloon, under the act of January next after their election.
fail to abide by it. Unless the res- section last Thursday, the minnows Jones Mentioned
which the village was incorporated
Such officers shall, after having
with the officials having arrived Wednesday evenidents
in
penitentiary
Being
1000.
to
the
sent
two consecutive terms, be
served
of the town in exterminating the ing. They were planted in the
of ineligible to hold any state office
spoils
opinion
plans
my
the
life
saved
This
and
last
September
For
Promotion
pest it will remain as it now is.
Kayado, Uracca, Fonil and Cimar
honor," was the statement of W. Springer's village board who bad for two years thereafter.
ron streams, ana as many cans
Day who this week returned to hoped to replenish the treasury by
The officers of the executive deTo Official Cabinet M.
were taken to Ute Park for distri
Roswell from Santa Fe, where be devising ways and means by which partment except the lieutenant govbution.
The fish were brought
has been serving sentence for ap to do extensive work within its ernor, shall during their terms of
here from the government hatchery
propriating funds from a Roswell corporate limits.
office, resideand keep the public
in Colorado, and aside Irom being
The death last Sunday of Horace farm, with which be was formerly
The decision effects other towns records, books, papers, and seals
shipped to the two places mention
Harmon Lurton, associate justice employed as expert accountant and that incorporated under the sane of office at the seat of goverment,
ed, several cans were distributed of the United States Supreme
act.
trusted office man.
in the Sugarite at Raton and in the
court may result iu making A. A.
Mr. Day explained his statement
streams near Santa Fe.
Jones of Las Vegas, Secretary of above by saying that just before
the Interior, in President Wilson's In was arrested la3t fall he bad total of slightly over $50,000, recabinet, a high honor for the state been drinking heavily and carous duced that amount, an appeal for
Franklin M.Lane ing around, and in spite of poor the reduction being the first to be
of New Mexico.
Public Concert
the. present Secretary of the Inter- health was doing many things that considered by the state board of
ior, is one of the most prominently would in time have caused his equalization which convened in the
Winter wheat on the Rayado
Fully Appreciated
mentioned to succeed Lurton, and death or sent him to Las Vegas.
Ranch will average 50 bushels to
senate chambers at the capital on
while it is known that the presiHe says that now be is a reform Monday.
small
vrains
The entire board except
the acre and other
By Many Auditors dent has an exceptionally harmon- ed man, and that his short. term in the governor was present.
will do proportionately as well, so
ious cabinet be would ordinarily tlie pen straightened him out, and
it was learned Tuesday, when one
The company objects to an
dislike to break it. Assistant Sec- he baa shown his good intentions
of the owners was in town.
$15 an acre on 1640
retary Iones has shown himself to by going to work on the streets to acres listed as coal lands which it
The first of a series of pub
Never before was the prospect
The county road board is installbrighter for big grain harvests than concerts was given by the Boy be master of the departmental af- make an honest living for hie fami wishes assessed at $3 an acre. It ing large
a
steel bridge over the
On the Miam Scouts Concert Band in front of fairs at all times and is so tho- ly.
also opposes an .assessment of
the present affords.
work on which was
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tiact the prospects are lull y as the post office Satuidav evening. roughly conversant
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biggest crops in this county. With ly appreciated
Juan jcounty was present at the be used in spanning the stream.
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the price of grain at the present them. Myre public concerts will ily without the least friction. Mr.
The bridge will be constructed
Wants Tax Lowered
quotation wheat will bring one dol be given Irom time to time in the Iones is recognized as one of the
entirely
pi steel and concrete and
ablest lawyers in the country and
lar the bushel, the price now being future.
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ac and over a pound.
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CIMARRON

AN EPITOME OF

The collier St orated Is held to Mam
for the Empress of Ireland disaster. In

LATE LIVE NEWS

the findings

at

Of

The rebels in the north of Haiti
made ah unsuccessful attack on the
forts of Cape Haltlen, which ara held
by the government troops.
Two hundred and thirty persons
were reported executed In Mexico City
by Huerta, according to newa from the
stmth received ml Saltillo by Constitutionalists.
A Peking dispatch) to the London
.
says that China U
Dally Telegrfrkh
about to apply to the bankers of the
five power group for another loan of

RECORD Of THI
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OR EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS. DOINGS, ACHIEVEMENTS. SUFFERINGS, HORES
AND REARS OR MANKIND.

'

$100,000.000.

Mtwepeptr Ualon Srrnm Service.

WESTERN.
Melville B. Ingalls, financier end
railroad man, died at Hot Springs,
Va.. of heart failure.
Maintaining the mlltla in the copper
country during the strike last winter
coat the atate of Michigan $405,000.
For the enaction of lawi to reduce
the state tax levy, a special session of
the Ohio legislature waa ordered by
Qevernor Cos.
The first woman commissioner from
exposl-tlon- .
a atate to the Panama-Pacific

Rred E. Button of Oklaho
ma. is at San Francisco.
years
John McQavlck, for twenty-sian employe of the Unkm Pacific, was
cut in two at Cheyenne, Wyo., when
he fell between cars of a moving train.
The Jury In the case of Aklhony Petras, accused of the murder of Theresa
Mr

Hollander last winter, disagreed and

was discharged by Judge I' win at
Geneva, 111.
The body of William Kenehan of
Denver, who fell or jumped from the
steamer Helen Blair a week ago, was
recovered near Huron Island, according to a Burlington, la., dispatch.
One man was shot and his assailant
was put in Jail for protection at
Nev., in a riot between members of the Western Federation of

Miners and

their

sympathizers and

followers.
Foreclosure of a mortgage of
on the St. Louis ft San Francisco railroad was asked In the United
States District Court at St. Louis by
the Guaranty Trust Company of New
York, The Frisco Is now In the hands
of receivers.
The defense of Charles K. Field, editor of Sunset Magazine, and of the
three others accused with him of having disclosed military secrets of the
United States by the publication of an

Gen. Pedro Munli,
Peruvian premier and minister of war, and
Fuentes, minister of the Interior, resigned from the cabinet at
Lima. Peru.
The Vienna City Council voted an
appropriation of $64.000 to cover the
cost of Vienna's separate participation
In the Panama Pacific exposition at
San Francisco
A violent attack waa made on Augustine Blrrell, chief secretary for
by a male militant suffragist.
Who rushed at the statesman Immediately on his descent from the train at
Bristol, Eng.
To save his country from the horrors of civil war and hla capital from
captura, and por haps sack by a victorious army, General Huerta Intends to
resign the provisional presidency and
leave Mexico.
"If it be not pear with honor, It
must be war with honor," said Sir Edward ' Carson, the Ulster Unionist
leader, In addressing the Central Antrim volunteers at Lame, Ireland.
"There Is no alternativa."
Querido Moheno, former Mexican
minister of commerce and labor, before departing from Vera Cruz on
board the Espagne for Cuba and the
United States virulently criticised the
policy of the United States toward
Mexico. As he sat In the forward saloon of UM Freneh liner, Sefior Moheno looked through a porthole toward the American flag flying In Vera
Crui and shook his fist in rage.
Ira-lan-

red-fla- g

SPORT.

0

Manillas of Western

Club
Denver
St. Joseph
Sioux Olty
Des Moines
Lincoln
Omaha
Wichita
Topeka

l,rine Ciaba.
Won. Lost, Pot.
47
47
47
44
41

SI

It
10

61
6$

II

.611
.610
.67$
.6$$
.61
.4$

14
16

It

It
41

.III
.161,

At the closing session of the twenty-fourtcongress of the American

Whist League, the Manhattan trophy
was won by Mrs. A. J. Walker and H.
revealing
Panama
article
Illustrated
canal fortifications, will be that the L. Kent of Chicago.
At Johannlsthal. Germany, Relnhold
pictures were taken and the aeroplane
Boohm a Gorman aviator, using the
flight acroas the Isthmus was made name
biplane as was employed by
the permission of Col. George W.
In making his non-stoGoethals, In command of the Panama flight of 21 hours 49 minutes on June
con.
18, made a new duration record of 24
An earnest plea In behalf of the hours 12 minutes.
Benny Chaves, the popular little
woman educator by President Swaln,
recommendations for radical changes featherweight who Is matched to meet
in the present public school system, Gene Delmont at the C. A. C. at Dendiscussion of a plan for the establish ver for fifteen rounds the night of
mcnt of libraries to coat $100,000,000 July 21, arrived In Denver from Albuin the country districts to which An- querque, N. M and started training
drew Carnegie may be the chief con- at the Broadway gym.
Carlton Y. Smith of Atlanta, South
tributor, and activities of convention
politicians marked the session of the era champion, defeated Paul Fanning
In straight sets,
National Kducattonal Association at at. of Denver,-Colo- ..
In the Tennessee state tennis
Paul.
championship at Knoxvllle. It was his
third successive victory and gave htm
WASHINGTON.
possession ot the trophy.
An American, WalterefL. Brock, cap
President Wilson will continue the
tured (rat honors In the aeroplane
conferences with business men.
Major General Wood bade official race from Hendon to Paris and return.
farewell to Prealdent Wilson before Brook outdlstanoed his nearest rival,
leaving for Governor's Island to take Raoul Garros, a French aviator, by
commaud of the Department of the more than an hour. His flying time
for the distance 502 miles in a direct
Eaat.
Une was 7:03:06.
sur-or
new
names
The
of the four
dreadnoughts now building or authorGENERAL.
ized will be the Arizona, California,
Idaho and Mississippi. Secretary ot
The Marietta, Columbus 4Y Cleve
the Navy Daniels announced.
land railroad was placed In the hands
Joseph E. Wlllard, American ambas- of Daniel B. Torpy as receiver.
sador to Spain, has obtained permisMrs. Emma Hutton and Miss Llllie
sion to return to the United States on Byers were held to the grand Jury
a short leave to attend to personal af- without ball at Dixon, III., on a charge
fairs.
of having shot and killed their brother,
Representative Good. Republican of Emmanuel Byers.
Iowa, made an attack In the House on
Six persons returning from a Sun
the use of government revenue cutters day school picnic were killed at Roch
as "pleasure craft" by Secretary
ester. N. Y., when their buckboeni
wagon on which they were riding wa
Twenty-onstates are now organ hit by a freight train.
Agents of the Department ot Justic
lied against woman suffrage, according to a statement Issued by the na- at Atlanta, Ga., announced that no evl
tional association opposed to suf- dence thus far presented by Mrs. John
W. Nelms, bearing on the disappear
frage.
United States Treasurer Burke has anee of her daughters, Mrs. Eloli
completed his investigation Into the Nelms Dennis and Miss, Beat riot
charge that advance information was Nelms, justified government action.
Empress, said to have been the larggiven to certain New York bankers
about the shlpmsnt of gold bars from est female elephant In captivity, and
the Denver mint to the New York sn Inmate of the Philadelphia soo fot
auh treasury by which the bankers are thirty eight years, Is dead. Death wai
said to have made large profits Burke due primarily to the fact that she re
reported to Secretary of the Treasury cently broke a lag while hurrying tc
Mi Adoo that the advance Information take a hath. After the accident th
waa given out at the sub treasury in big animal was unable to raise het
New York to inquiring bankers in the four tons of flesh and a block and
regular course of buhlness, and not at tackle were employed to lift her to
standing position.
Denver.
The two masked bandits who held
Representatives of "big business"
had a long talk with President Wilson up the westbound "Katy flyer" on tin
at the White House about the adminis- Missouri, Kansas ft Terns railroad
t
program. Ten lead- near Mat son. Mo., sixty miles north
tration's
ing members of the Chicago Associa west of St. Lou I a captured ,a track
tion of Commerce gave Wilson their walker who surprised them as the)
(deas of proper trade commission and were robbing the train, and took htm
railroad securities bills, and as a re away with them to prevent him spylni
sult the bills paaaed by the House and on their departure.
new pending In the Senate may be
An aye w lines to the murder of Mrs
modified as to details.
Louise Bailey, who was shot down Is
plan for the private office of Dr. Edwin Car
An administration-approvemore autonomous government In the man at fTeeport, has been found bj
Philippines as another step toward In District Attorney Smith, It was report
dependence, waa laid before Congress. ed at Mmoola, N. T.
p

6--1,

e

anti-trus-

IN 1913 EXCEEDED
1912 BY 64,039 TONS.

PEOPLE

Last Year Was 467,945 Short
Tons, Valued at $1.54S,536, the
Record In Quantity and Value.

Ang. I I
Institute of Science and Education at Hanta Fa.
Aug. 17 democratic Htato Convention
at Albuquerque.
Auk. 14. Republican State Convention
Aiiaust Meeting Stats Press Ass'n at
August Democratic Stats Convention
Sept.
San Juan County Fair at
County Fair at Farming-ten- .
34t.
Oct.
Dona Ana Couty Fair at
Lea Cruces.
Nov.
Meeting State Teachera'
Aaaoclatlon at Albuquer6.ua.

Western Nrwspnper

Santa Fé

Port Sumner will take a vote on
"wet or dry" on August 10th.
The Progressive state central committee will meet at Santa Fe July 23.
Sportsmen have agreed to spare the
doves, and not ahoot thsm until after
1.

The home of E. L. Beal on the meaa
near Cherryvale, was burned to the
ground.
8attn FV was selected aa the next
meeting pltice of the Retail Grocers
Association
Governor William C. McDonald has
,
appointed Avery M. Amsden, of
San Juan county, a notary

WORST MANAGED LINE IN HISTORY OF RAILROADING SAY
COMMERCE BOARD.
Western Nswsoaaer t.'nlon News Service.

l,

unl"

Washington. "One of the most
glaring Instances of maladministration
revealed in all the history of American railroading," Is the Interstate Commerce Commission's characterization
of Its findings in the Investigation of
New Haven railroad financial affairs,
reported to the Senate.
"A reasonable
attmate of the loss
to the New Haven Jy reason of waste
snd mismanagement," says the report "will amount to between
Directors
and $90.000,000.
should be made Individually liable to
civil and criminal laws for the manner in which they discharge their
trust."
In a report of 30,000 words, probably the most drastic In terms of any
ever made by the commission, the
New Haven's directors are pronounced
"criminally negligent."
Evidence pointing to violation of
law has been transmitted to district
attorneys in Massachusetts. Rhode
Island and New York, and the federal
department of justice.
All the commission's strictures were
on the management of the New Haven
system under former President Mel-

ITCHING

"My salt rheum
Mont
with little white pimples.
When I scratched they would burn
and Itch and later on they would fill
up, break and spread and get red all
around. It came on my thigh. When
the pimples broke, just enough fluid
ran out to form scales. It seemed
to enlarge the sores and they felt like
whan my clothing rubbed
over them. I underwent a treatment
for quite a while but I got no relief.
In fact I got worse I was getting so
that It troubled me very much, as It
got so I hated to move my limb for
fear to crack open the sores which
covered my left limb from my hip ta
my ankle. The sores were from the
sise of a pea to the sise of a silver
saw-teet-

d

Car-absjs-

newly-appointe- d

rt

The United States attorney sent a
suit to Santa Fé against the Tucum-car- l
steam laundry for failure to make,
the return under the corporation tax
law. The penalty Is from $1,000 to
$10,000.

During the fiscal year beginning
July 1. 1914, the Koreat 8ervice will
apend $20,000 In tifo survey of borne-steadcovering agricultural landa In
National Forests In Arizona and New
Mexico.

Esta Solt of Annlston was dragged
by a mule which he bad
roped.
of
The allotment for District No.
the forest service, which Includes the
national forests in the states of Arizona, New Mexico and Oklahoma for
tee fiscal year commenting July 1
T914, totals $542,974.
Prealdent Wilson will visit New
Mexico early next year, if the plans
of the committee of ten apimlnted at
Laa Cruces to prepare for the formal
opening of the Engle Dam reclamation project, are adopted.
Magdalena and Kelly, two towns of
Socorro county, voted to remain In the
"wet" column. In Magdalena the vote
was 192 against prohibition to 77 in
favor, while at Kelly the vote was 101
against to 66 for a "dry" town.
Active work has started of repairing
the heavy damage done to the Ocean
to Ocean highway In 8an Miguel county. The convicts who have been located at the Rocky cut south of Las
Vegas, have been employed at Tecolote or the past few days repairing
the damage done there recently by
the heavy rains.
The Silver City Hotel Company has
Governor Names Delegates.
filed Incorporation papers with the
Fé. Governor McDonald reSanta
at
Commission
Incorporation
State
Santa Fe. The company is capitalised ceived a letter from Oovenior Ernest
at $150,000. divided Into ló,0i0 shares Lister of Washington, again calling atat $10 each, and begins business with tention to the coming Irrigation conference in Denver. Governor McDon$2,000.
In reply to criticism that doves are ald named aa New Mexico represente
tires: Francis C. Tracy of Carlsbad
scarce In this region because would-bsportsmen have been killing them and M. N. Mlkeselt of Springer. He
Captain
Michael
out of season, Game and Fish War-ds- also appointed
of Socorro a member of the
de. Baca issued a statement calling on all true sportsmen to furnish board of regents of the New Mexico
Information leading to the arrest . of School of Mines to succeed Coney T
Brown, resigned.
aw violators of the gams lawa
to death

Bach-rach-

;

n

t,

e

n

RHEUM

Oxford.

plant unnecessary. The power plant,
In addition to furnishing power for the
operation of the mines, for ventilation,
electric haulage, the coal crusher,
waanery, eic, turnisnes also steam
heat to the offices, commlsary, hotel, len.
hospital, and theater, and electric
In justice to the present managelight for the clt. of Dawson.
ment, the commission says. It la but
fair to say that Cbalrmdn Howard
Booze Club Cannot Evade Law.
Elliott and Walker D. Hlnes, Bpeclal
Santa Fe. Attorney General Frank counsel, "have cooperated with the
W. Clancy wrote two opinions dealcommission and rendered It substaning with the "rum problem." In one of tial assistance throughout this invest
these opinions addressed to Jesse Ellis, tlgatlon."
at Columbus, N. M., the attorney general deals a body blow to
clubs created, it Is alleged, for the
purpose of evading the' law by dis GEN. HUERTA TO QUIT
pensing liquors in a dry town. This
opinion Is of Interest In view of the
l,
prohibition wave that Is sweeping Feeling of United Statee Toward
Slated as Successor,
parts of the country and the efforts
Question of Medistora
made by the thirsty to get liquor in
clubs when saloons are closed. In his
other letter, addressed to Narciso
Vera Cruz, July 14. Strong but
Francis of 8eboyeta, Mr. Clancy dis- unconfirmed rumors were In circulacusses the right of a person to bring tion here that Huerta was assassinate
liquor into his own residence situated ed in Mexico City by army officers
in dry territory. Mr. Clancy takes the yesterday afternoon.
United States
view that the prohibition law affects authorities here say they know nothing
consumption
the sale of liquor; not Its
of It.
by s privste individual.
Washington. The. Brazilian minisEditor Accused, Sues Rich Rancher. ter to Mexico, who is caring for the
Albuquerque. Following his arresí Interests of the United States In that
on charges of criminal libel, based on country, Monday
telegraphed
the
articles published in his Spanish dally state department that the resignation
Opinion
newspaper, "La
Publica," pub of General Huerta In favor of Francisllshed here. Elfego Baca, a candidate co Carbajal, the
min
for the Republican nomination for ister of foreign affairs, was expected
Congress, filed suit against Ed. M. Tuesday or Wednesday.
Otero, a wealthy sheep grower, the
While the Washington government
complaining witness In the criminal will not recognize Carbajal, Minister
libel action, asking $2Mp0 damages Buarez learned that the American govfor malicious persecution and charg- ernment was not disinclined to treat
ing that Otero's action was inspired Informally with the new administra
by political enemies, who seek to de- tion until a transfer of power to the
feat, Baca for the nomination. Baca constitutionalists could be effected.
charged In his newspaper articles that
General Carranza himself notified
the late Soloman Luna, New Mexico the United States, through John R.
Republican national committeeman, SUUman, formerly American consul at
whose body was found In a sheep dip- Saltillo and now personal representaping vat at his ranch in western New
tive of President Wilson there, that
Mexico a year ago, did not dte by acunder no circumstances would he sanccident, but was murdered. Otero al tion conferences with representatives
leges In the complaint that Baca, by
of General Huerta to draft terms of
Inference, charged him with the crime. peace.
Carranza assured the American repNew Mexico Retail Men Elect Price.
Raton. A. C. Price of Raton waa resentative that the constitutionalist
elected president of the New Mexico forces soon would enter Mexico City
Retail Merchants' Association In ses- and maintain jrder there.
sion here. Other officers elected are:
ELKS GRAND LODGE OPENS.
,
Nathan Salmon, Santa Fé; Isaac
Las Vegas, and M. S. Lithgow, Four Thousand Delegates Present
at
AJbuquerque,
vice presidents; Mrs.
Opening Session In Auditorium.
Mora Summers, secretary and Clarke
Denver. A blsre of bands, mingling
DiUey, Roawell, treasurer
Roswell
the shrilling of fire sirens,
and Santa Fé delegates who started with
formed the prelude to the opening
overland In automobiles were stranded ceremonies
of the grand lodge of Elks
on account of bad roads.
at the Auditorium. The Rev. John
Dysart. chaplain of the Benevolent
Normal School Makee Report.
and Protective Order of Elks, stepped
Santa Fe. The Spanish-AmericaNormal School at '21 Rito filed
re to the center of the Auditorium platWith upraised hands ha
form.
port, through Its treasurer, Bamuel
showing that the total revenues brought silence. With a blessing and
during the past year were $11,490.48, a prayer for the success of the lodge
and the expensee were $$8,656.20, In and the things the order stsnds for, a
cluding the sum of $16,875.96 for re prayer that asked for the best things
In Ufe for the city of Denver and Its
building the school which was d
people, the Golden Jtlbllee of the ortroyed by fire.
ganization was officially begun.
Ansys Held on Seduction Charge.
Four thousand filled the theater porFort Sumner. Rmeterio Ansya, son tion of the Auditorium. All stood In
of Probate Judge A. P. Anaya, was reverence.
placed under $500 bonds to appear at
Oovernor Amnions welcomed the
the next term of court on a charge of delegates, and praised the philaneduction entered against him by Miss thropic and charitable work of the orBarbara Ribera.
der.
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All the ovens In the state are of the
behlve type. At Dawson, however, 446
yat of a total of 670 oveus, although
of beehive type in construction, are
provided
with
underflues through
which the gases are conveyed to a
large flue back of the ovens and
thence to the power house. The heat
obtained from the oven gases renders
the use of other fuel In the power

Ray Hammond,
son of
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Hammond of
was drowned In s mud puddle
near his home.
,
There Is growing on the Maxwell
tract S.oon aerea of oats, which at thla
time look the equal of any ever produced at Maxwell.
The number of autos returned for
taxation in Chavez county In 1914 was
428, as against 287 for 1913 an Increase of 141 for the year.
Palomas 8prings and Arrey districts
of Sierra county will both vote on
whether they shall ro wet or dry, the
date being set at August 14.
The San Juan county Siberia peach
crop Is large and its marketing causing some concern to the growers, owing to a lack of organization.
D. H. Stevenson of Maxwell, has cut
and stacked 150 tons of alfalfa this
spring from 100 acres of land that was
planted to alfalfa only last year.
One firm alone, at Farmlngton expects to handle $40,000 worth of 8au
Juan county fruit this season and Is
now delivering fifty crates of cherries
per day.
Unofficial returns from the French
local option district on the election
give 100 "drys" and 30 "wets" out of
a possible voting atrength of 200 for
the district.
The good roads convention to be
held at Santa Fe July 29, It Is expected, will draw a large attendance. The
Santa Fe railroad announces a one and
rate.
David Stltzel, one of the original lo
cators of Hillsboro, died from the effect of a stroke of paralysis. He was
seventy-eigh- t
years of age and a vot
ers u of the civil war.
Over 35,000 acres ot land were
taken up during the month of June,
according to the figures of the U. 8.
land office In the 8anta Fé district
and $2.718.59 was the amount
oeived.

SENATE GETS FINDINGS

5

are continuous, but the producing
by a high divide
near the Colorado-NeMexico line.
Slack coal Is used In the manufacture
f coke, and as over 25 per cent of the
lotal output of the mines yielding coking coal goes into slack, sn ample supply of fuel for the coke ovens Is aVail-ihle- .

public.
Ros-wel-

ntoa Nitri Service.

ireas are separated

Farm-ington-

lng doing. But the orator took full
advantage of his opportunity and delivered an Improving lecture on the
value of kindness to dumb animals. At
the end he sought for some Illustra
tion to point the moral and adorn the
tala It was there at hand. Across
the wav walked a lady, leading two
little dogs In leash. The one was blsck
and the other white. "Now," exolalmed
"after what I have
the
said, supposing those two dear little
dogs were to start righting, wuai
would be the first thing you would
do?" No answer came at first; but
ona little arab turned to look at the
doas critically and thoughtfully. "Well
guVnor," he answered, at last, "I link
I'd 'ave tuppenoe on the little black

The quantity

467,-94-

11-1- 6

$60,000,000

DIRECTORS ARE HELD CRIMINAL-LTO BLAME BY LAX
METHODS.

of coke
made In New Mexico In 1913 was
short toril, valued St $1,648.636.
the maximum record both In quantity
and value
Comparecí with 1912 the
output In 1913 showed an Increase of
54,039 tons, or 13 per cent In quantity,
and of $191,590. or 14.4 per cent In value, according to figures compiled by
K. W. Parker In
with the
Net Mealco Geological Survey.
All the coke made In New Mexico Is
From coal mined from the Raton field
In Colfax county.
This field is the
touthern part of the Raton Mountain
:oal region, which consists of the Raton field In New Mexico and the Trinidad field In Colorado. The coal meas-ire-s
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dollar.
"I got a cake of Cutlcura Soap and
a box of Cutlcura OlntmenL The very

first treatment gave me ease and from
then on with every treatment I could
see a change. Four weeks from the
time I started with the Cutlcura Soap
and Ointment I was entirely well without a scar." (Signed) F. L. Layton,
Apr. 80, 1914.

.

Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free,with 82-- Skin Book. Address postcard "Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
Marriage Csusee Falae Fire Alarm.
Seven minutes of blasts from the
whistle of the Paséalo Metalware company, In honor of the marriage of the
daughter of the superintendent, recently turned out five volunteer fire
departments. The fog made the whistle audible In Rutherford, Nutley,
Belleville, Garfield and Clifton and the
firemen rushed to headquarters at the
alarm.
It took halt an hour to determine
where the whistling came from. The
wedding which caused the commotion
united Miss Sallle Karp, 917 Brook
avenue, Passaic, to Michael F. Ber-na-n.
New York Mall.
A Rough Road.
"My dear sir," said the philosopher,
"when we look about us and see the
troubles that afflict other people, wi
ought to rejoice that our own path
through life are made smooth."
"Tour path may be smooth," sighed

the pessimist, "bat a thundering big
steam roller would have to make a
great many trips over mine before
the bumps In it were pressed out."
White House Ross Garden.
The rose garden thst Mrs. Wood-roWilson had planted at the White
House Is said to be quite equal to
others that she planned at Princeton
and other placee where she haa lived.
She and her daughters have spent
much time, not only In superintending
the 'work of the rose garden, but In
actually working In It.
WRONG BREAKFAST.
Change Gave Rugged Health.
Many persons
think
that for
strength, ihey must begin the day
with a breakfast of meat and other
heavy foods. This Is a mistake as
anyone can easily discover for himself.
A W. Va. carpenter's experience
may benefit others. He writes:
"I used to be a very heavy break-fac- t
eater but Anally lndlgeetlon
oaused me such distress, I became

afraid to eat anything.
"My wife suggested a trial of O rape-Nut- s
and as I bad to eat something
or starve, I concluded to take her
advice. She fixed me up a dish and
I remarked at the time that the quality was all right, but the quantity was
too small I wanted a saucerful.
"Bat she said a small amount of
Grape-Nutwent a long way and that
I must eat It according to directions.
So I started In with Grape-Nut- s
and
cream, two soft boiled eggs and soms
crisp toast for breakfast.
"I out oat meats and a lot of other
staff I had been used to eating all
my life and was gratified to set that
I was getting better right along. I
concluded I had struck the right thing
and stack to it. I had not only bean
eating Improper food, but too much.
"I was working at the carpenter's
Justice Lurton'a Death Shook to All.
Washington. News of the sudden trade at that time and thought that
I had a hearty breakfast with
death of Associate Justice H. H. Lur-to- unless
plenty of meat, I would play oat beof the United States Supreme
dinner. But after a few days of
Court at Atlantic (Ty came as a sur- fore
my "new breakfast" I found I could
prise to his host of friends in official
more work, felt better In every
and private life in this city and caused do
way,
and now I am not bothered with
deep regret.
s

n

Indigestion."

Name given by Postum Co.. Battle
Westlngftouse Strike Ends.
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to Well
Pittsburg. The strike In the
We," In pkgs. "There's a Reason ,"
factories was formally ended
Bver reaS
above letter T A
when approximately 8,000 man and
ae apeare the
lase The?
frosa time
ar
lee, rae, aa fall ml huma
women returned to the shops.
Interest.
West-Inghoue-
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attempt te ears pe rrnra Richmond, although It would be a matter of extreme difficulty on account of the
alarv which now aroused every section. He could not go, either, until he
had seen his brother. He surmised
that he waa dead, but be could not
know that; and he determined not to
attempt to leave without making as
surance double sure. It was a duty he
owea to his brother, to his father la
the Union army, and to his superiors
in me federal secret service. If that
brother were alive, he must be at the
Varney house.
He fancied that he
would run aa little chance of being observed in the excltoment going In that
direction aa In any other, and he start
ed to make his way there.
The fact that Edith waa there Infla
enced him also. Was the call of love
and the living aa great, or greater
than the call of duty and the dying or
me aeadT Who shall sayt
And the remote chance that he
might bo observed on the way was ta
ken by his ever vigilant enemy; for
Arrelsford, upon obtaining his free- aom. had sent the troops at the tils
posal of the secret service to hunt
him down, and one of them caught
sight of him. The shout of the oh
server apprised him of his discovery
He threw one glance behind blm and
then ran for his life. He had no es
pecial hope of escaping, but he might
get to the Varney house ahead of the
soldiers, and he might see his brother, and he might see the woman he
loved for a moment before he waa taken and killed.

said

Mr.

"1 am

afraid they are going to have
a bad time of It tonight." said Caro-Undrawing the curtains and turning

away from the window.
"I'm afraid so," waa the rejoinder.
"Now, try to think, dear, who waa at
the telegraph office? Can't you tell
me something that occurred that will
explain Edith's sllencef She looks
like death, and "
"I can't tell you anything errant

mat mey utrosted

Mr. Arrelsford!

thatT"

Mr.

Arrelsford

'

You don't mean

Tea, I do," answered. Caroline
general
1
Randolph
went and
brought him there, because they
wouldn't Bend my telegram he was In
a fearful temper "
"But Edith? Cant you tell me what
sue did?"
"I can't. Mrs. Varney, for I don't
Know,
i waited
for her In the hall
and when she came out she couldn't
speak Then we hurried home
tried to got her to tell me, but sha
wouldn't say a word except that her
neart waa broken, and that's all
know, Mrs. Varney, truly, truly."
i oeiieve you, my dear. I know you

HOME TRADE BOOSTS
Whom Ho We Support?

WHAT

If we should go to
ten-doll-

one of our local storekeepers anfl say: "Hare
want you to buy for me such
an article,
this color, that size, and deliver It to me at your

bill;

made

I

and-suc-

h

vuuTtnience say su days.
Along comes another townsman, and another,
still another, until 60 of
us, all living here In our community, shall have placed In
tie hands of the
storekeeper a sum amounting to a thousand dollars, with similar
Instructions.
We would than
our local storekeeper with the same liberality aa we. who have been buying of the msll order houses, have
treated these
monopolistic concernsWe would have then supplied him with cash capital
sufficient to buy what we ordered snd give him
fair profit on hit deal.
Yes, we would thus enable him to take a trip to the city, buy from
the
manufacturers the articles desired, ship them to us. spond a day or two
enjoying himself If he so pleased, and leave him a fair percentage of profit
over and above the cost of the art Irles and his expenses.
DO WE DO THIS? YES. WE DO NOT.
But this la exactly what we do with the mall order man In the big city.
e send him the money In advance. He has the use of our
for the
purchase of his merchandise He sends us whatever he choosescash
and If we
do not like It we can whistle for our money.
He takes cur money and buys thst which we heve ordered. Then he may
take a trip to Europe If he so wishes, sll at our expense.
Few of us realise that we. the people outside the big cities,
furnish the
capital for the conduct of the big mall order houses. We do not
stop to
think that It is our money which Is building those great structures which ara
the pride of Chicago and some other cltlee. We do not atop to consider that
we are the capitalists who are supplying the sinews of
war against our own
local business men.
JPBT THINK OF IT DIVIDENDS OF FIFTEEN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS PAID TO THE BIO MEN IN. THE MAIL ORDER BUSINESS AS A
PROFIT EACH YEAR ON OUR MONEY.
We send the cash in advance to them. They require practically no Investment except for the printing of their catalogs and other stationery. They
are doing their business on the money which we, poor, deluded country
dwellers, send to them, when we are only cutting our own throats and helping to diminish the prestige and strength of our local tradesmen.
What would ba the result If we should hand our
In advance, to
our local storekeepers and give fhem the same chance dollars.
to make profits without Investment? What would be the effect on our community?
It would mean prosperity for us all. It would mean more
taxes to be
paid by our butlness men, Improvements of a municipal character,
better
school facilities, better street lighting, better paving, etc.
Of course, our local storekeepers do not expect us to do business In this
way. Yot why should we not? We do It with the mall
order houses and
when we are fooled we take our medicine because we are aahame.t tr, let
,
our friends kno-- how we have been buncoed.
Hut we should do this we should give all of our buslneas to those men
who havo made their Investments In our town, who are trying to build up
the community, who are paying the taxeR and who are helnlne-- us to Wre...
the value of our real estate holdings
We all ban. th.t tt..
houses and lots, here In town, will be increased as the community advaneaa
In prosperity, and ths only way for the community to
advance la for our business men to do an Increased business.
WE SHOULD PATRONIZE THE MEN WHO ARE TRYINO TO HJIIJ
OURSELVES.
We all hope to advance We all hone to heeomn nrrutnornua
When we buy from the mall order house we are helntna mononolv tt
put our storekeepers out of business. When we send a dollar to the big city
Instead of spending It at home, we are depriving our children of some ot
the opportunities for education which they are entitled to.
Let us spend our dollars here at home, with the merchants who are tr
Ing to keep up the schools and other local advantages which we cannot hava
for our children unless we have a prosperous community.
L,et us not rorget that the mail order man does not Dav anv of our taxes
In this town. The taxes are paid by the local business men, at least th
greater proportion, and the more business we do with them, the more taint
they must pay.
LET US WAKE UP TO A CONSIDERATION
OF OUR REST IN
have-treate-

sions engendered In the bloody battles
or me fearful warfare.
Km. Vinwy, wife of a Confederate
Edith Varney, for Instance, had gone
awneral. has lost ear mn and another I
oat of the telegraph office assured that
flying from wound
Bhr reluctantly at vea
liar consent for Wilfred, tha youngest, to the sacrifice she had made for her
Join tha army If ola father consents. The lover
had resulted In the betrayal of
fedérala ara matting
laat aaaault In her country;
an effort to capture their
that Thorne had had not
Richmond.
Edith
Varney secures from Irrstdent Da via a even the common
gratitude to accede
rommtaaton for Caot Thorne. who la lust to
her request, although she had saved
recioveiins from wounds, aa chief of tha
teieaTaph at Richmond. Cant. Thome nis lire, and, for the time being,
would tell me If you could "
hi
telia feidlth ha han been ordered awa
"1 certainly would, for I
honor. Every cannon-shot- ,
One declares he must not ao and tel
every crashlove"
nlm of the commission from the Brest ing volley of musketry that came
There was a loud ring at the front
faintdent. Mr. Arrelaford of the Confederate ly or loudly
door. It waa evidently unlocked, for,
across the hills seemed
eeret service, a relected suitor
pointed straight at heP heart. For all
without waiting fur an answer. It waa
lldlth's. detecta Jonaa. Mrs. Varney'
Proar carrying a note from a prisoner she knew, he dispatch
thrown open roughly, and through the
had been sent,
in uDny prison. Arrelsford suspects
la
nan ana into the drawing-rooIntended for Thorne. The note reads the cunningly devised scheme had
stalked
-atrae
tonight. Man I. Use Tele
Mr. Arrelsford. He waa wildly excited,
been carried out, and Into some undegraph.
Arrelaford declares Thorne
evidently
fended
In
gap
a
Dumont
secret
of the Federal
Iwts
in the lines the federal
tremendous hurry, and
service, and that hl brother Henry hi
utterly oblivious to manners or anyThe defense
prisoner In Mirny Edith refuaea to ba- - troops were pouring.
CHAPTER
XVII.
thing
would crumble and the army would be
else He had been checked and
jieve and sucres Is that Thorne be con
fronted with the prleoner as a teat. Aa
thwarted so many times that he was
order comes from General Varney for cut In two; the city of Richmond
Wilfred
Plays
In a bad temper for anything.
the Man.
Wilfred to report to the front at once. would be taken, and the Confederacy
A sharp contrast to the noise out
KBIth la forcee? to carry out her part In would be Idat
"Is your daughter In the house?" he
the teat of Thome. The prisoner Is thrust
waa
side
presented by the quiet of the began roughly, without any further
And she had done it! Would she
into the room alone with Thorne,
Varney
house inside. The sewing preliminaries or salutation, without
recoarntsei him aa his elder brother. Hen have done It If she had known?
She women, in view of
rjr Dumnnt. They put up a fake flaht
the sttack and the even removing hia hat.
ana Henry accidentally kills himself had certainly expected to establish
Caroline Mltford. Wilfred's sweetheart
Answer," he said harshly.
such a claim upon Thorne by her in- movements of the boys and the old
to the war denartment telee-ranterposition that he could not disreg- men, had separated sooner than they
She bowed her bead In the affirma
ornee to send a message to Wlirrcd
suspects a double meaning and ard-It.
But If she had known post had Intended and had gone their sev tive, scarcely able to speak In her In
eral ways. Old Jonas, frightened to dignation at his manner and bearing
refuaea to let It go through. He and tively that he
would have done what
Kdlth secrete themselves to watch Thorne
up In the
whoee arrival Arrelsford expects. Thorne she thought he did, would she have death, remained locked
i wish to nee her."
closet where he
takes charge of the telegraph office sent him to hi death?
been left by Ar
"I don't believe she will care to re
She put the relsford's men. had
Arrelsford and Edith see Thorne alter
Martha was upstairs ceive you at present," returned her
dispatch from the secretary of war. question to herself In agony. And she
in Howard's room, making ready to mother quietly.
Thorne Is shot In- - the wrist by Arrelaford realised with flushes of
shame
and
when he attempts to send It, Arrelsford waves of
"What she cares to do at present Is
contrition that she would watch over him during the night
SBMBS
ine guaro, ann wnen iney appeal
Caroline Mltford had not gone home. of small consequence.
not, could not have done this thing
inorne turns me lames ny ordering tn
I must see her
t of Arrelaford. The removal of Ar
She
had
sent
word that she Intended at once. Shall I go un to her room
IUUBl "ave acted aa she had
relsford Is stopped by the arrival of Qen
what
pass
to
the night at the Varney house. with these men. or will you have her
eral Randolph Thorne again begins ever was to come of It Whatever he
aenaing tne dispatch. Arrelaford protects, was, whatever be
did. she loved that 8omehow she thought they seemed to down here?"
declaring Thome Is sending a forged
need her. She was standing by one of
oroer to weaken the lines of defensa. man.
ine room had filled with soldiers
Thorne la saved by Miss Varney, who
the long front windows in the drawing-- aa the two spoke together.
The affair had been irritating
produces his commission aa chief of
h.
now a scene of much disor"Neither the one nor the other, sir.
telegraph. She. having seen enough to yond expreaslon to Mr. Arrelsford It room,
convince her he Is a spy. baga him not had taken him some
time to establish der because of the recent struggle. said Mrs. Varney, who was not In the
to aand the forged order. After aha
Caroline stared out of the window least afraid of Mr. Arrelsford or his
his Innocence and to get hia
eaves ha tears it up.
at the flashes of light She listened soldiers, "until I know your business
from General Ranrfr.ir.h-- .
with heaving breast and throbbing wl.th her."
Meanwhile, everything that ho a.
CHAPTER XVI.
neart, to the roar of the cannon and
hoped to prevent had hannanad
"My business a few questions
a
him Justice, he really loved Edith Var- the rattle of musketry. She had heard I've got a few questions to ask her.
The Tumult In Human Heart
Listen to that noise out yonder? Do
Of the frightful nights tn Richmond ney. and the thought that her actions both many tlmea lately, but now
daring the siege, that night was one and her words had caused his own waa different, for Wilfred waa there you hear those guns and the troops
of the worst. The comparative calm undoing and the fallare of his careful- Mrs. Varney came upon her wi h her passing by? Now, you know what 'Atneas of the earlier hours of reposa of ly laid plans, filled him with bitter- hand pressed against her breast, her tack tonight. Plan 8.' means."
"Is that the attack?" asked Mrs.
the quiet April evening gave way to ness, which he vented In lnrraad face white and staring, tears brimming
ner eyes, but, as usual, Mrs. Varney Varney.
pandemónium. The works at Petera animosity toward Thorne.
nm
was
engrossed .with her own tre
"That's the attack. They are breakAnd thqáe were dreadful
burg, desperately held by the Con fed
ratea, were milea away from the city to Thornei what had he dona? Ha mendous troubles that she had little ing through our Unes at Cemetery TERESTS
LET US SUPPORT THOSE WHO HELP US. AND OUR CHILDREN
Hill. That waa the place Indicated by
to the southward, but such waa the had risked everything, was ready to thought for the girl.
Caroline,
she began anxiously 'Plan 3.' We are rushing to the front
tremendous nature of the cannonading pay everything, would, indeed, be
that the shocking sounds seemed to be forced to do so In the end, and yet he tell me what happened. Edith won't all the reserves we have, to the laat
rloee at hand.
Children cowered had not done that which he had In- speak to me. She has locked herself man and boy, but they may not get
there In time."
women shuddered, and old men prayed tended. Had he been false to his riutv
"What, may I ask. has my daughter
as they thought of the furious on and to his country when he refused
ITIZENSHIP has a definite value. This vslue cannot be computed in dol
to do with it?"
to send that telegram, being riven the
slaughta In the battle raging.
lars and cents, but It Is worth fighting for.
"Do
with
She
opportunity?
It?
did
He
It!"
could not tell. The
asserted
The Richmond streets were filled
Citizenship grows out of communities. Were there no communltla
Arrelsford
bitterly.
of
etnics
the question were beyond
with people, mostly Invalids, non-cowould
there
be no citizens. We would then be merely unprotected Individual.
SBBRsHBsBBnanal
bVsk
hie
"What!"
present
exclaimed Mrs. Varney, In
solution The opportunity
batants, women and children. A trentlrely at the mercy of all other Individuals who might wish to destroy am
a great outburst of indignation. "How
mendous attack was being launched had come to him through a piece of
weaker or less ferocious one.
dare you!"
on the part of
by the besiegers somewhere, it was sublime
By dwelling In communities we have many advantages
Some of a
"We
woman,
mo
had
him
a
trap,
in
arwho,
knowing
under
him
messengers
Urgent
thnr
evident.
from
value and appreciate these advantages while others Belflshly accept the ad
rest,
oughly
telegraph
the
guard,
under
and
when
understanding
bis plan
General Lee called every reserve out
JsaaV.
bvjbjbsjev
anC
Er xSM she brought in that commission. We vantages but refuse to do their share toward maintaining the community.
of the garrison at Richmond, and the and purpose, had yet perjured her- Laws have been enacted to compel us to pay taxes used for the finan
would have shot him In a moment, but
to
save
seir
bis
life.
quiet streets and country highways
they took me prisoner and let him go." clal support of communities for our protection.
That life waa hers, waa It not? Ha
awoke Instantly to life. Such troops
"Impossible!" whispered Mrs. VarBUT THERE ARE NO LAWS WHICH COMPEL THE MEMBER Ol
aa could b spared moved to the front had become her prisoner aa much
ney. "You don't mean "
ANY COMMUNITY TO SHOW APPRECIATION OF THE RENEFITH DEEvery car of the If she had placed him under lock and
at the, double-quic"Yes, she did. She put the game In RIVED FROM LIVING IN A COMMUNITY
dilapidated railroad was pressed into key and held him without the posslbil
his hands. He got control of the wlrea
One of the benefits of living In a community Is the opportunity furnish ex
ervlce. Those who could not be uy or communication with anyone.
and the dispatch went through. Aa us to buy merchandise required for our comfort and Indulgence, right her
transported by train went on horse- ner nonor was involved. No. under
soon as I could get to headquarters I n our own town. This facility permits us to buy
back or afoot. The youngest boy and the circumstances, he could not send
what we need when wt
explained, and they saw the trick. need It. We can step into a store, lay down a dollar and buy a dollar't
the oldest man alike shouldered their the dispatch. The Confederates would
They
ruahed
guard
the
certainly
back,
kill
him if they caught him
but tha worth of goods Perhaps we can get the goods without paying the dollai
muskets, and with motley clothes, but
scoundrel had got away. Foray was down In cash that It, if we have the credit.
with hearts aflame, marched to the and If they did not, and by any provigone,
too,
and Allison knew nothing
What a genuine benefit It is to be able to do this. In the olden days
aound of the cannon.
The women, dential chance he escaped, his honor
about it, but we're after him, and if our forefathers were compelled to drive many miles to a store
the sick, the wounded and Invalid men would compel him to report the cir
where tht
ehe knowa where he Is." he turned as merchandise might be obtained.
cumstances, the cause of his failure,
Large quantities were bought at a tlm
and the children waited.
If to leave the room and ascend the because the trip to
to his own superiors. Would they
the store could not be made at frequent Intervals.
Morning would tell the tale. Into
Ran for His Life.
stairs. "I will get it out of her."
him for not sending the
As our citizens increased In numbers and gathered Into communities.
the city from which they marched. dispatch?
"You
suppose
don't
my
that
daugh
Would
up
they
In her room. What was it? Where
enter Into his
stores were established at the various centers of the Increasing population
men and boys would come back; an feelings,
ter would " began Mrs. Varney.
would
they understand'' has she been? What "
until now we can buy, right at home, our necessities and luxuries.
amy nearly as great aa had gone
I suppoae
everything."
He stood looking at Fore, for a
"She was at the telegraph office.'
That which we value we endeavor to protect. If we value the fnclllti
forth, but an army halting, maimed,
"I will not believe It." persisted the for purchasing goods at home we should protect
and then, without a further com- answered Caroline In a low voice.
It
helpless, wounded, suffering, shot to while,
mother.
to that intensely surprised
"What did she do there? What hap
The best way to protect It Is to make it possibla for the storekeepers to
pieces. They bad seen it too often not mand
We cant wait for what you be continue to do business. If we
young man. or even a word of expla- peued there?"
do not help them to continue to do business
to be able to forecast the scene abso nation, he
lieve," said Arrelsford roughly, this here In our community the natural
seized his hat and coat and
"I am not sure."
consequence will be for them to close up
lutely. They knew with what heroic
taking
time
step
a
toward
door.
the
left the room. Foray waa a
try
"But
to tell me, dear."
their stores snd go out of business.
determination their veterans, under
Mrs.
Varney
caught
by
him
officer, he reviewed the situation
1
the
arm.
"I would if could, Mrs. Varney. but
If we buy from our local storekeepers onjy such merchandise as ws
the great Lee, were fighting back the briefly,
"Let me apeak to her," she pleaded. cannot buy conveniently elsewhere we will soon discover
presently a great light I was afraid and ran out and waited
that the stores
terrific attacks of their brothers In dawned and
"No, I wtll see her myself."
upon him. A certain admira for her In the hall. The rest of
III carry 'only such restricted lines of goods as are tn demand by the peo
them"
blue, under the grimly determined tion for Thorne developed
But
Miss
Mltford,
who had been the pie who live here.
tn his fhe girl broke off as the deep tones
Grant. They could hear bis great
breast, and as Allison opportunely of the city bells clanged sharply above Indirect cause of so much trouble.
Then we will find out that we are not much better off than our fore,
ringing on their anvil; a came
once more Interposed. She had lisback at this Juncture, he turned the diapason of artillery.
were We must send away for such merchandise aa we require. We
'there
hammer of men, an anvil of men. Plan over the telegraph
to hla subor
"It's the alarm bell," said Mrs. Var tened to him with scarcely less surmust wait until the order has been received In the mall order house and
or no plan, success or no success of dlnate, and In his office
prise than that developing In Mrs. Var- filled In the due course of time by the employes
went out on ney.
of the concern we are
some secret service operations, some what ho believed to turn
ney's breast She took a malicious Joy patronizing.
be an exceedingly
'Yes,"
Caroline,
said
"they
are
call
was
being
point
vital
wrestled for In a Important errand.
thwarting
in
the
secret
agent.
service
ing out the last reserves."
There are many disadvantages In this method. We-dnot fully realize
between two armies;
Thorne found the streets full of peo
"Yes; hark to the cannonading She barred the way. her slight figure them now. Rut they will come home to us when conditions arrive which
and all the o (Tenslre capacities of the ple. He bad not marked
door,
in
the
with arms extended.
the beginning lan't It awful?" returned Mrs. Varney.
compel us to buy everything by mall If such a time doea come. However,
one and all the defensive resources of
"Where 1b your order for this?" she If we look at the matter In the right light we will
the cannonading In the tumult of 'They must be making a terrible atnot permit such a conthe other were meeting, aa they had of
the office, but the lighta, the bells tack tonight. Lieutenant Maxwell was asked
tingency to arrive
been' meeting daring the long years
Arrelsford stared at her In surprise.
pealing alarms from every church right; that quiet spell was a signal."
Why should we be deluded Into sending our money away from home be(TO BE CONTINUED.)
In a time lika that, of public peril teople, the trampling of horses und
There goes another battery of ar
cause of the fulsome and flattering descriptions la a mall order catalogue?
and public need, private and personal men, and the roll of the gun carriages tillery," said Caroline,
ataring through
Why should we prefer the questionable qualities In merchandise as exploited
Modern Student.
affalra ought to be forgotten, but It apprised him of what was toward the window. "A
told us that
by a catalogue writer to the honest, dependable goods which we can see beHow about your geometry? I want
was not so. Love and bate, confidence Trusting that Thorne had been able to they ware aendlng man
them all over to you to do something In
our own local stores?
that." "Well. fore us In
and Jealousy, faithfulness and disloy- carry out bis part. Or ant was attack- Cemetery Hill. That's where
Do we save money by buying from the mall order bouses? When the
fightthe
.
way,
It
this
I make
father.
Unless
alty,
revenge,
and
were ing the place Indicated by "Plan 3" in ing Is, Cemetery Hill "
matter of freight and express charges have been figured out, when the quesa certain percentage In
atlll In human hearts. And these
s
heavy force.
"General Varney's division Is to the won t 1st me take the football, they tion of delays, unsatisfactory shipments, breakage, damaged goods, etc havo
geometry
would put to shame even the pas
at
What waa Thorne to do? Obviously right of that position, or waa the last an
boen answered, where Is the profit. If any?
ON THE OTHER HAND. THE LOCAL MERCHANT IS ALWAYS RESPONSIBLE FOR ANYTHING HE BELLS
The purchaser, can examine any
PREDICTS A TOOTHLESS AGE "The surest way to save your teeth not sufficiently exercised; that we do receutly on library catalogue
blunarticle for sale in the locastoru and buy only that which Is satisfactory.
not use
from extinction Is to bite bard
to crunch hard foods ders and mistakes made In
ordering It will be delivered wlthoiajdf lay If there is any Imperfection It will bo
Q rowing young people ot to- aa did the early Britishers. He
British Doctor Gives Out Opinion
notes books by their titles.
quickly remedied.
If there is any shortage In the delivery It will be supplied
day should be given a diet of hard
That Soft Foods Are Working
that wisdom teeth, .owing to the genOnly oaa of
instances seems at onoe. A personal call or a telephone message will arrange everything
Havoc With the Race.
and chop bones. " Ha points oat eral narrowness of the Jaws, are cat really new. It lathe
that the Jaws of today are narrower at all manner of times, and tells of a hoy who collects the case of a small quickly.
moths and was tn
And when It comes to prices you will always get full value for your
What our dentista have from time to than those of ow an oes tors and this man of fifty-twwho bad Just cut a search of a text book on the
money when dealing with the local storekeeper. He buys his merchandise
subject
time been aaylng baa been at last tak-ra- applies to America as wall as to Brit- wladom tooth owing to the removal of
After studying the catalogue of the m the market and he sails It at a profit to us He asks only a modest profit
up by u London doctor, namely, ain and that unless some changes are other molars which at last allowed It
local library for some time be ap- and ha Is entitled to tt. We should be perfectly willing to pay him a profit
that our teeth are less solidly set In made In our mode of life evolution will to show Itself above the gum.
plied for and obtained a book which,
for bis investment, for bis labor and for his ability to save us time, trouble
the Jaws thau they should be for tha bread a race that will be practically
he thought, would be the very thing and money.
reason that civilization encourages us toothless. He gives as the reason for
For Young Moth-era- .
ha wanted
to eat soft foods. "Biting la becoming tha narrowing of ths Jaws and that
IF WE ARB NOT WILLINO TO DO THIS, WE SHOULD BE HEARTILY
....
In the literary columns of a con
It waa "TW In.. ..i.
a loat art." aays this British doctor. they ure leas powerful that they are temporary there baa been a dlscussloa Yoaug
ASHAMED OF OX'KHELVES. AND WE WOULD NOT BE ENTITLED
Mothers!" Pearson's Weakly.
TO THE ADVANTAGES AFFORDED BY HIS STORE.
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THE DIRECT PRIMARY
One state after another heartily approves of the

SECOND FIDDLE
prin-

ciples and working out of the direct primary elections; and
in those states where it has been tried, the voters thos
who should rule do not care to go back to the old slip
shod methods of 11th hour caucuses where the nominations
were anything but honorable. The primary is not a theory nor can it be classed with things chimerical; it is a conr
crete issue that cannot be sidestepped by the
this fall.
In states such as Minnesota, South Dakota and Wyoming, where the primary is in force, astounding accomplishments have been recorded; and some thorough house clean
ing was the result. The houses were not only whitewashed but ulso fumigated, that previously smelled savoringly
of political corruption. In Wyoming where the Warren
Clarke political combine was beyond control of the voters,
the primary straightened out the mess, phew!; and things
are coming along at a rapid rate. Credit the primary..
South Dakota was liberated of corroption which had
a stronghold in that state. The direct primary did wonderful work and eliminated the political boas who had control of the situation. The people are more than satisfied
with the results of the primary.
The protests against the primary come from those
states where it was either misrepresented or the people
office-seeke-

did not know its true worth.

Neir Mexico can ill afford topass up the primary at
this time, sidestepping as it will, the greatest issue with
wuich it 's confronted. It is not a force of habit to ask
for things that will not benefit the whole of the commonwealth, but ihe demand of them by every right thinking
man in the state who contributes his pro rata towards the
runnirtr of the government.
THE AMENDHENTS
Just at a time when the taxpayers and vorers of the
state were pregnant with dissatisfaction as to the outcome of tax problem, they are giveu an opportunity to vote
on several amendments which will have a tendency to remedy the matter immensely. One of the most potent innovations proposed in the amendment is the equalization of
taxes on all classes of land, and under this heading Colfax
county will be vitally touched. If land, susceptible to irrigation and the plow is taxed the same as improved land,
several hundred thousand acres in this county will be put
under a high state of cultivation.
The breaking awav from the four year terms of state
and connty offices to the two year terms is a commendable
move, which will undoubtedly carry by a decisive majority
next November. Four years is too long a time for a state
and county to be saddled with a set of incompetent officers, who can do more damage in one year than a dozen
elections would cost. On the other hand, a good worthy
official need have no fear of not being
that is
of
want.
people
man
kind
the
the

The country at large is intensely interested

the big
loot of the New Haven railroad in which $60,000,000 were
stolen from the small bond holders who invested their savings in bonds, realizing but little interest. This loot is a
direct blow at big business which will cause a depression
in bond sales. We have read of the man who cached his
savings in a mattress but to be stolen by burglars; also of
those who deposited in banks to have lost it in a failure.
It seems as though the small investor must take a bigger
risk than the octopus who, after all, is the one who must
be watched continuously.
in

If there is one thing more than another that kills the
business of a town, it is when farmers and ranchers drive
long distances to purchase staple goods to see the door of
a business house closed or to learn that the article wanted
is not to be had in the town. The price, as a rule, ie a
small item, but when exorbitant prices are ásked it will do
much damage. Thousands of dollars are annually sent to
the mail order houses that should be distributed in this
town. A word to the wise is sufficient. The law of self
preservation is a big one.
A chef is all very well when you want potatoes disguised as pommes de terre. But a cook is the one best
bet when you want to roll up your sleeves and feed your
face after a day Of hard work.
Once upon a time there was a man who diedvof overwork. But that was once upon a time and not now.

After the honeymoon the "breakfast gown" becomes a
common, ordinary wrapper.
who are hard to get along with are those
one having bis own way.
e

who ob

a

of them a
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Officers at Vera Cruz Outranked
by ttie British.
HAVE

NO

ADMIRAL

IN

nil three

píyt

NAVY

Mexico Situation Calla Attention ta
Policy by Which American Preelige
la Sacrificed
Claah at Port

Narrowly Averted.
Ver Cruz, Mexico. Mobilizing the
Atlantic fleet off Vera Cruz has disclosed an astounding situation in th
American navy, says James B. Wood
In Chicago Daily NewB.
With the
largest fleet this nation ,hae aver
for active service, tue of the
largest any nation has ever had In one
port, Its commanding rear admiral Is
outranked because of seniority by the
BriUsh roar admiral, whose entire
command has been from one to three
small cruisers, representing not
of the strength of the American battleships.
In the event of any united action
Rear Admiral Craddock of the royal
navy would command.
Unless there
should be special agreement between
the British and United States govern
menta the entire A'merlcan naval
forces would be under bis orders.
Washington by which Is meant con
gresa and the national administration,
tbis and preceding ones Is responsible
for the situation. With all its claims
as a world power, with 1 $130,000,000
a year navy, Including the largest su
perdreadnaughts of any nation, the
American officers In foreign wateri-arusually outranked by those of oth
er naUons because America haa nelth
er admirals nor
Its
highest rank Is rear admiral, except
the grade of admiral of the nary,

'

lime

precedence.
Before the Mexican situation at
sumed Its serious phases Great Britain
with customary alertness In affairs International, assured itself of having
the ranking officer among the navies
of the world that might come here.
As soon aa the United States At
lantlc fleet started to assemble at Vera
Cruz Admiral Craddock, In the West
Indies, was ordered to proceed at all
speed to this spot. As soon as he arrived on the cruiser Essex, flying a
rear admiral's flag, he was the ranking officer In port In case of any
concerted move by the world powers
he would have commanded, and Great
Britain with its one cruiser now the
cruisers Berwick and Lancaster have
joined the Essex would have dominated the situation.
"Rather technical," says the layman.
True, but in affairs of the sea and
nations rules of precedence are strict
Consequences have been serious and
from a similar situation.
In the time of the Boxer uprising in
China, when the allied powers landed
their forces to restore order, It was believed that Captain McCalla, an American campaigner of long experience In
China, would command.
But Great
Britain, with foresight In t ;... just as
today, had hurried
Seymour to the scene of acUon. He out- Vlce-Admlr-

BSüB3i BHP

n apt

35

situation might he reversed.
in the AUantlc fleet along the east
coast of Mexico, centered at Vein
Cms, are bIx rear admirals. All are
of epiial rank, but hold precedence
according to the date or their promotion. The commanding organisation,
according to precedence among the
rear admirals consequently Is:
Charles J, Badger, commander-in-chie- f
Atlantic fleet. March 8, 111.
Cameron McK. Winslow, command
lug special service Squadron, September 11 1911
Frank F. Fletcher, commanding first
'
division, October 17, 1911.
Frank E. Beatty, commanding third
division. Aurll 27, 1912.
Clifford J. Boush. commanding sec-ond division, March 26, 1913.
Henry T. Muyo, commanding fourth
division, June 15. 1913.
In any American commercial organ
zation of the magnitude of the Ah
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which Is held by George Dewey.
are seldom on sea, and the rank
goes out when he goes.
In Mexico's waters the situation si
ready has threatened serious copse
quences. Rear Admiral Craddock and
Rear Admiral Fletcher were on the
verge of friction at Vera Cruz, but the
Hrltlsh government diplomatically ad
vised Craddock to waive his rights of
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Rear Admiral

W.

Swearingen,

Prop.

Henry T. Mayo.

lantlc fleet there would be an ascend
Ing order of ranks, the officers dlmin
ishing In number aa the rank
In almost any other navy there would
be an admiral In command of such u
large fleet and two or inore vlce-amiráis and rear admirals In command

of each division.
The men in a division of a fleet outnumber those in a brigade of the
army. A single ship compares to a
regiment In men. In armament it
equals three or four regimeuU of artillery. The smallest battleship has
between 600 and 700 men. The entire
Twenty-eight- h
regiment of Infantry
here has only 550 men. A dteadnaught
has between 1,100 and 1.200 men. The
,

Livery, Feed. Hay, Grain, Coal and Ice
Camping Parties of Four or More Taken
to the Mountains in Auto Truck at Reasonable Rates.
Phone 56

AVISO.
El trespasar dentro del pasteo del W. S.
Seventh the largest regiment here
en el Candado de ('ollas con la mira d
has not 1,000. A battleship Is a city
perca, recoger fruta silvestre o t or
In itself homes
und workshops in yaia,
which the population must be drilled tat maeera seca o para cnalesquieraotroe
and, when occasion requires, turned liu sin permiso; se prohibe est rictament
s
c equellos.ue asi traspasaren serán
out to tight
al lleno de la ley.
A division consists of Ave battle
Bhlps - one of which usually is docked Por (Primado)
WILLIAM I UENCH,
for repairs--an- d
when In fleet orla Compaaia de heces del W. S.
ganisation a varying number of aux

MATKIN

SUPPLY COM'Y

Undertakers

prose-cutsdo-

lliary cruisers, gunboats, destroyers,
colliers and other craft. A fleet of Ave
divisions would be much larger than
an army division.
A captain in the navy ranks with a
A
colouel in the army.
ranks with a
Bear Admiral Karragut after the
Civil war was made an admiral
lia
vid Porter was made a.
and on Farragut's death succeeded to
the full rank of admiral. The rank
f admiral died with Porter.
Appointment of temporary admirals
rear-admir-

major-genera-

vlce-udmlr-
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Btowa Up Girl's House and Others
When She Refuses to Come to
the Front Door.

Halifax, N. 8. Because Miss Myrtle
hobinson, a young "worn. in to whom
Thomas Rellly of Halifax

was paying

attention, would not respond to his
appeal to come to the frunt door of
her home he exploded a stick ot dynafor command of fleets has been sug mite on the sidewalk.
The explosion blew In the front of
gested. They would always be outranked by admirals of other nations the house and smashed the windows In
I; cause
of length of service, as po two blocks.
The dynamite had a time fuse, so
litlcal pressure would be strong U,
pass the honor around us rapidly as that Rellly was able to get out of dan
Rear Admiral Cameron McR. Wlnslow. possible
ger No one was badly hurt, but the
damage to property Is considerable
Is that the greut Amerl
The
result
Great
officers.
other
ranked the
Brit
captured an hour after the
vi Ji
ain wanted to dominate the situation can navy which has been built up to Kellly
put In Jal!, charged with
and
explosion
u
In
place
ihe
nation
as
hold
a
worlu
Vice Admiral Seymour surprised everymurder.
attempted
always
Is
a
power.
at
tactical
dtsail
body by going ashore and taking command himself. To the Chinese from vantage when Its commanding nflleen
mandarin down to coolie Great Brit- are forced Into back Heats by the oth
Cut Head From Wrong Corps.
ain was the ruling fower. American cars of other nations.
Jackson, Miss.
Because
they
on
officers
the
Asiatic station
naval
peued a grave and cut the head from
opinion
formed then consay that the
Bolt Starts Automobile Sprinkler.
corpse,
wrong
two lawyers and
le
Chicago. -- A bolt of lightning an- tinues
Among officers of the American
nary whose duties lake them on a con
tlnuous round of foreign capitals,
there la constant embarrassment. Alshed In
most luvarlably the American trails uing purfoi wanes was to have started. a iuoibcr ulaut

NOTICE.
All trespassing in the W. S. Pasture is)
Colfxx county, whether for the purpose o(
huntmK. fishing, pulling wild fruit, or cut
ting fire wood, or for toy purpose whatsoever, without leave, is strictly prohibited
and ali trespassers will be prosecuted to
the lull extent o( the law.
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not satisfactory to you we will get it for you. Our equipment consists of an investment of approximately $4,500, and is strictly modem.
We are not ashamed to advertise our product. It is fully worth it.
is
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Report

QUEEN WINS WOMEN
Entertains Leaders of International Council

in Rome.

Elena of Italy Hu Special Talk for
Guest TreasEach at Reception
ure Bonbon With Picture of
Ruler on Them.

The social events of
the International council of women
were Intensely Interesting, writes Ida
Husted Harper. At the top of these
events must be placed, of course the
reception by Queen Elena. It did not
Include all of the several hundred
members of the council that would
have been too much to expect but
she welcomed the board of officers,
nine; the presidents of national councils In twenty-threcountries and the
chairmen of the nine standing committees, over forty In all. ne the old and
the newly elected officials were InHome, Italy

e

cluded.
Bach has her own impressions of
"the greatest event In her life." but all
agree that there was simplicity and
cordiality In the manner of the queen
that won every heart. As Mrs. Kate
Waller fHrrett, president of the United
States council, expressed It:
"She seemed to forget her royalty
and was a lady more than a queen
we were all women together."
It was Indeed marvelous Jiow the
queen could speak a few appropriate
words to each of so many women representing different countries, us a
will illustrate. To Mrs. May
Wright Sewell, after asking what was
her special work, she said: "Peace Is
the cause in which I also have the
greatest Interest:" and when Mr.
Sewell answered: "We cannot have It
until the women of every country feel
their responsibility." she replied.
"Ves. that is most Important and I
hope your efforts will meet with

the sweedneais so much that even
now I have them sent to me."
"Servia seems very near to me," she
said to its president: "my relatives
have been on Its throne, but of course
I
love my own Montenegro best of
all." And when the answer wns made:
"It must be hard to leave It even to
be a queen." her eyes filled with tears.
After every one had been greeted
the doors of the grand dining aalon
were thrown open and tlye queen, prethe chamceded by the
berlain and six footmen, led the way
Into It and remained while tea was
served, after which she apaln shook
hands with every one and retired.
"K Is Just like our teas at home."
said the American delegates "except
that we would never let that handsome tablecloth touch the floor all
around."
The nueen I tall, slender and very
graceful, with large dark eyes and
masses of waving black hair. She
wore a slightly trained dress of white
satin covered with white chiffon and
over this prune colored chiffon falling
In rather full folds, the waist filled In
with lovely Valenciennes lace; a dog
collar, long chain and earrings of
pearls and a St. Andrew's cross of
The lady In
very large diamonds.
waiting, Countes3 Hrusch. the visitors
declared to be the most beautiful wo
man they ever had seen; the lord
ehamberlala. with his heavy silver
chain, was the fattest man, and the tall
est men, were in the rows they passed
between in the grand march through
the gorgeous rooms to be "received"
every one of them seven feet high, the
women Insist and dressed In a scar
let coat, white waistcoat, purple knee
breeches, white silk hose and shoes
with immense silver buckles.
BIG

FOOD

TRUST

IN

EUROPE

Cost of Living Will Be Affected
cording to Whether It Is a
Good Trust or Not.

Ac-

Paris Hlnta that have been appearing In the press for some time regarding the formation In the near future of a European preserved food
woof
the
Krog,
pioneer
To Oina
are taking definite ahape.
trust
Norway,
said:
ehe
man movement of
asserted that France, Germany.
is
It
"I have visited the public Institutions England, Switzerland and the United
of Phrlsttanla and was much pleased States have supplied capitul, half of
with them." She expressed deep sym- the necessary $8,000000 having been
pathy to the prealdenl from Finland, already subscribed
and lingered for some time with Or
Felix Potln, a famous Paris caterer
Anna CabanofT. the representative Is suggested as the brains of the trust
If
from Russia, asking her especially
which, It Is expected, will have a con
the woman physicians and university stderable effect upon the cost of food
graduates took an Interest in the stuffs
benevolent and charitable Institutions
and worked for social betterment.
Combine to Fight Mosquitoes.
"I have always been fond of HunNew
N. J
Protnlrrent
Rumson,
gary." she aald to Madame Rosenborg, Yorkers who summer here have com
They
who is representing Its president blned to tight the mosquitoes.
r
contract with a
fountee Apponyl. "Its people have have made a
suffered so deeply for It. I often went dredging and irrigating company to
ibera as a child and tried to learn the remove every mosquito breeding place
language, but It was too harl I liked within Zihi
,

ten-yea-

WILL SHOW BRITISH

"Qlve me $1,000 for the widow ana
kids," Thornton aBked of headquarter.
"Not a nickel," said headquarter
"It was the baggageman'
American to Tell England How coldly.
fault that he was killed."
to Run Railroad.
"Maybe," said Thornton, with the
big jaw Betting. "Rut meanwhile a
young widow and three boys are In
Henry Worth Thornton, Picked by dinger of starvation. I'm going to
English Director to Take Charge
of Great Eastern Road, Will
Demonstrate U. 8. Methods.
New York.
best chance of
success," said Henry W. Thornton,
"comes when you are in your shirt
sleeves."
Thornton la tho young American
railroad man who waB recently picked
out to take charge of the Oreat Eastern railroad in England.
inmember of the board of directors who did the picking tactfully added to his declaration that Thornton Is
the beat young railroad man in America for such a position, the cause being that English railroad men have
run to seed.
"TJhey do not grow," aald the director, wagging bis bead like a mi
cbjanlcal beur. "They do not expand.
Their Held or vision Is limited."
However that may be -- and Eugllah
railroads resolved themselves Into a
lodgo of sorrow when they read It and
then began to gather bricks for Thornyoungster haw
ton the
American
been growing and expanding ever
since he got into railroading.
After he had graduated in football
and engineering at the University of
Pennsylvania be applied for a job to
John C. Sims, then secretary of the
i'euiisylvuuiu Railroad company. He
had u letter of Introduction from a

WEALTHY

Young Edward, Who Was Twenty
June 23, Will Get Estate la
One Year.

a)

London. The prince of Wales, who
waa twenty year old on Tuesday, June
23, und who a year later will become
the richest heir apparent In Europa,
with the possible exception of tha
oxarevttch, la still unengaged.
When he reaches his majority and
oomes Into full control of the revenue
from real estate and Invested funds
which are now being administered In
truat for him young Edward will have
an annual Income of more than a mil
Hon dollars. A large part of this 4vlll
be from the duchy of Cornwall, whlcb

the Condition

NATIONAL

the

RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts.
$67, 712.3a
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
None
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation
la. 300.00
Banking house, Furniture, and
Fixtures
17.38343
Due from National Banks (not
reserve agents)
2,274.28
Da from approved Reserve
Agents
7,258.76
Checks and other Cash Items. .
83.70
Notes of other National Banks..
145 00
Fractional
Paper
Currency
Nickels and Cents
12.30
Specie
21150.30
Legal Tender Notes 2,525.00
4,673.30
Redemption fund with U. S.
Treasurer (5 per cent circulation)
625.00
Tot"'

112,672.51

Individual Deposits subject to

chck
Time Certificates of deposit
Time certificates of deposit payable after 30 days or after notice of 30 days or longer
Cashier s Checks outstanding. .

know. Perhaps that Incident help

of

BANK

At Cimarron, in the State of New Mexico,
at the close of business June 30, 1914.

in

put her on my payroll at $45 a mouth,
und when her name comes off mine
cornea with It"
Hhe's stilt there. o far as any one

d

of

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock paid in
Surplus fund. . .
Undivided profits, less expenses
and Taxes paid
National Bank Notes Outstand

Henry Worth Thornton.

1

i

OF WALES

rsn

explain why Thornton was selected to
lake charge of the Ureat Eastern, for
the position of general manager ou
an English railroad Is equivalent to
that of president of the United Stales.
man of Influence.
The Oreat Eastern handles a great"Hum," said Sims, when he read er commuting traffic than any other
the letter. "This gets you a job. but mail In England, and lla Bhort haul
It don't bold the job for you, young business, during the aummer resort
perhaps the greatest In the
man
I'll carry you on the salary season,
list for two years. Rut If by thut world.
Rut, according to the commuting
time you haven't been promoted, salt
won't save you. I wouldn't have that public of England, Its directiug bead
assay haavlly lu puro bono. Ticket
Art of a in. ni uu the right of way."
Thornton was on hi third promo- bales are never stopped, no matter
tion nt the end of two years. He has how badly the line may be blocked.
tun- been tflovlug upward ever sluce, but 1 rains are held In smoke-filleIs, rather than permit a step asid
he has never gained a stop by flattery,
or lying. If the (rom routine procedure.
'Any one can handle engines and
opinion of 'the men who have been
nearest to him Is to be taken at par. cars and tunnels," said a railroad
man, "but Thornton Is a wonder at
On i' e other band, he hasn't hesitated to tus with his superior officers, handling men. That's why England
and fussiug with the official family of took him."
He must not only teach the railroad
the Pennsylvania railroad is commonly reputed to be as dangerous an oc- using public of England to love ths
cupation as biting the tip of a stroke Ureat Eastern, wbicb entails a complete reversal of all tho law of huo' lightning.
On one occasion a baggageman on man nature, but muit also win tha
his division had climbed on to the loyal support of the Oreat Eustarn's
tender, where It had no business to employes.
lu a way, American railroader and
be, just before the engine rolled Into
will go on trial with
The baggageman was their methods England.
ihe ditch
This may not
Thornton in
killed, leaving a destitute family.
Or. but U is tha toot,
back-bendin- g

PRINCE

FIRST

25,000.00
5,000.00
1,861.22
12.500.00
47,724.32
7, 507.00

1,951.74
128.23

Total
112,672.51
Slate ol New Mexico,
County of Colfax,
I, A. W. Vasey, cashier of the above
named bank, do sotemly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of
my knowledge and belief.
A. W. Vasey. Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 3rd day ol July, 1914
David B. Cole, Notary Public.
Correct-AttesH. H. Chandler, C. K. Bass
C. R. Vai Houten, Director.
1

("

Prince of Wale.
was settled upon him at the time ol
his father' accession.
Under the thrifty administration ol
Lord Kevolatoke the rental of this estate has Increased since King Edward's
death from $100,000 a year to $180.000,
and the accumulated revenues that will
b turned over to hi royal highness
next year will be In the neighborhood
of $2.500,000.
Iu addition most of the annual allow
atice of $260,000 granted the prince
v hen George
took the throne (to be
Increased to $350,000 when he reaches
his majority) has been saved and care
fully Invested
Frugal Queen Mary has seen to It
that young Wales should spend not a
cent mora than $10,000 a year. Tha
prince will also come Into a large personal estate left him by Klug Edward
when be la twenty-one.

t:

Husband's Acts Start Trouble.
New
that her husband branded her cheek with a lighted cigar aneV bit her bands, lira,
leanna Van Tongelen. who ha been
wed 1$ years, has sued for a separation.
York.-Allegin-

g

Wanted Nam "Purgad."
,
Chicago. A tiatlmlller, being
petitioned that hi name be
"purged." Judge Carpenter mumbled
tha name a few times and out tha
ooman to plain WilW.
natur-allxod-

01MAER0N NEWS.

LATE

CIVILIZING THE

FILIPINO

-

MARKET
QUOTATIONS
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Cattle.

to cholee
Beef steers,
to good
Beef steers,
to choice
Beef steer,
to good
Beef steers,
to choice
Beef steer,
to good
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MARKET!

steer, corn

Beef

V- tsssssssi

by tr

1

Western

DENVER

M

nent ca
(OS,
Ita

r t

fed, good
)r

.i

)8

S.fiá

he

fed, fair

corn

pulp fed, good
pulp fed, fair

hay fed, good
hay fed, fair

6.76ÍÍ7.B0

3RAIN TO 81

7.6018.50

Expect

OLD OUTFLOW.

75,000.000
Bushels Will
Sent to European Nations.
Oold chlpment
Washington.

7.007.60

to

7. 2 tT 8.00

6.B07'.25
Heifers, prime corn fed ... W.00J7.76
Cow and heifers, corn fed,
good to choice
6.607.25
Cows and heifers, com fed,
good
to
fair
I... 6.7BfC.BO
Cows and heifers, pulp fed,
good to choice
6.6007.15
Cows and heifers, pulp fed,
B.B06.B0
fair to good
Cows and heifers, hay fed,
good to choice
6.2507.00
Cow and heifers, bay fed,
fair to good
5.60J6.26
Canner and cutters
4.00ff6J0
Veal calves . .
8.60lifr6

of the mint.
Recently, Robert daid the excellent
rnin crop In this country, coupled
with the bed crop conditions In Europe, would soon swing the balance of
trade back toward the United States
ind check the outward movement of

Robert, director

cold.

This prediction was"reallzed and the
sxchange rate had fallen to a point
wfeere the further exportation of gold
would be unprofitable, and it seems
unlikely that Parts wtl make further
inroads upon the United States' supply of gold.

6.00.60

Bulla

6.7 a 7.00
July and August promise to be recStag
Feeders and stockers, good
ord months for wheat exportation. St.
to choice
7.007.76 Louis, Kansas City and Chicago have
Feeders and Blockers, fair
reported great sales of wheat to be
6.15 7 00
to good
axported. Engagement for September
Feeders and stockers, common to fair
6.5O0C.26 ind October are also reported. It la
estimated that at least 75,000,000 bushels of winter wheat wUl bo exported
Hogs.
Good hogs
$8.508.70 this month and next .
'

HOME TRADE IS $40,000,000,000.

Sheep.

Lambs

with the somewhat
AGREEMENT
Mr Meredith, Uncle Sam
oelleves that "civilized man cannot
live without cook," and la putting that
belief into demonatratlon In handling
the educational problema of the Phil-

N

Yearlings (light)
Wethers

half-rallllo-

did get what we want.
One of the moat potent factors In making the
Filipino, not into an Imitation good American,
but into a good, patriotic and useful citizen of
his own native archipelago, haa been the School
of Household Industries In Manila.
Here annually from all the Island of the group. In ever
Increasing numbers, young Filipinos are InstructBesides,
ed In domestic science and economy.
these young women are taught the more Important ir leas remunerative vocation of successful
housewife and mother.
The course in housekeeping and household
arts, one or the most Important and most widely
tudted of the several offered by the school, gives
basic education In the three
the young women
R.'s. tbree full years stndy being devoted to
reading, writing, arithmetic and grammar. In
,

the homemaker'a coarse they study hygiene,
borne sanitation, physiology, cooking and the
or in rants.
A abort coarse in nursing Is given, and a full

6.506.00

Hay.
(F. O. B. Denver, Carload Price.)
Colorado upland, per ton. $12.00013.00
Nebraska upland, per ton. 11.00012.00
Second bottom, Colorado
and Nebraska, per ton. 11.00 12.00
Timothy, per ton
16.00017.00
8.60
7.B0
Alfalfa, per ton
South Park, choice, ton. 15.00016.00
San Luis Valley, per ton. 11.00012.00
Gunnison Valley, per ton. 13.00014.00

Straw, per ton

5.00

4.50

Grain.

Wheat, choice milling, 100 lbs....
Rye, Colo., bulk, 100 lbs
Idaho oats, sacked
Corn chop, sacked
Corn, In sack
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs

d

four-foote-

6.2B6.75

V
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'PBjM
nurse's course Is Included among the vocational
Dressmaking, luce making, embroidery,
hat making and weaving are among the other
branches Included In the vocational school and
optional In the homemaker'a course.
Much as the Filipino needed education along
all lines, in nothing was hi need so great as
in the flrst principles of sanitation. When the
American came the natives, even In the larger
cities, knew nothing of sanitation, household or
otherwise. It had not been taught the Filipino
by his Spanish rulers, who practised the theory
that the more the native knew the more discontented and hence the more difficult to manage he
Also, the Spanish ruler himself
would become.
knew practically nothing of the higher domestic
arts, and his Idea that his home was his castle
and what went on within of no concern to the
outsider he handed down to the Filipino.
The Filipino, however, was far readier to assimilate the beneficent changes offered by the
Americans. He promptly learned that sanltátlon,
both at home and abroad, lessened the danger of
plagues,
which since tima Immemorial had
mowed down the native population like grain
before a Bcythe.
The Filipino is proud In his own way and has
a strong notion of what are hi personal right.
Anything akin to tyrannical enforcement or Ironclad rulés would have defeated the whole scheme.
Hosts of domestic science teachers, equipped with
the best training, have gone to the Philippines
this last decade with high hopea and unbounded
enthusiasm ror the work before them, only to return presently with blank failure the record of
their Philippine sojourn.
Those who have succeeded- - and the success of
these has been tremendous have done so through
intimate sympathetic understanding of the Filipino, the code and traditions which give him his
own peculiar point of view and his essentially
peculiar home life.
Nothing In all the course or study offered by
the school or household Industries has seemed
to interest the young women so greatly as the
study or sanitation, hygiene and the care or Intents. While the Filipino himself may have definite reasons or his own ror desiring cleaner and
more wholesome living conditions, the younger
women have learned that to a lack or knowledge
may be charged the terrific death rate among
amlllng
Out ot each three round-eyed- ,
Infant
one dies before It has lived a year,
born
babies
a victim or Ignorance and unsanitary environInnate, universal mother love was quick
ment.
to value and acquire knowledge ot anything
which results In saving the babies.
But nothing In all the school ts so variously
interesting as the changes wrought by the study
In times past the Filipino had the
of cooking.
acanttest variety of food, which was prepared In
the simplest fashion, meat being a heavy Item
of his menu. The greatest delicacy of the Igor-rot- e
was, and in some portions of the islands
continue to be. "pot roast a la Fldo." Many of
them still eat dog stbw, but the majority are beginning to learn that there are numerous other
foods vastly more palatable and satisfying
Even the Igorrote maiden knows that If she Is
to get and keep a husband she must know mod
ern methods ot conducting the modern home,
which the men have acquired a liking for.
So It happens that In the cooking classes are
the youngest and prettiest and brightest of these
future wives and mother. And even In their

course.

1.37
1.06
1.45
1.45
1.44
1.15

Flour.

Standard Colorado, net

$2.15

Dressed Poultry.
Turkeys, fancy D. P
Turkeys, old toms
dress they herald the new day. The picturesque Turkeys,
choice
and fantastic costumes have been discarded for Hens, large
simple checked gingham frock under all envelop- Hens, small
ing white Unen aprona.
Broilers
In sharp contrast to these cooking school girls Ducks
are the young women who are studying In va Geese
rious other branches and clinging religiously to Roosters
the gayly flowered skirts, tight at the hips, flowLive Poultry.
ing away to voluminous breadth and great trains
at the feet, and surmounted by the queer little Hens, fancy
crisp cotton jackets, for all the world like badly Broilers, lb
cut kimonos and bunching up about the neck in Roosters
Turkeys, 10 lb. or over
an ungraceful fashion, always suggesting hump Ducks

shoulder.

To make beautiful laces and fine embroideries
seems to be an almost natural art with the Filipino girls, an Inherent aptness resulting undoubtedly from the uncounted generations of lace maker before them. The strong, supple and delicately slender brown finger are steady as iron.
The clear dark eyes are not tired by the Intricate, tedious patterns which would mean wreck
of nerves and vision or women less patient and
tranquil minded.
Lace making and embroidery were not Introduced by American teacher, but were brought
to the islands centuries ago by the Spaniards
Accoraiag to Meainas ntstory, neediecrart was
taught In the convent schools as early as 1630
and Retana In the early eighteenth century wrote
that "the girls easily Imitate the laces and em
broidery or Europe" and that they perform "such
work fairly well In a little time."
The foundation being laid, it was an opportu
nlty quickly seized by the American teachers,
and while the Instruction under convent teaching
necessarily was restricted to a comparatively
small number, It Is the hope or the Instructors
or these days that neediecrart speedily shall become of universal knowledge among Filipino
women. Also It la hoped that through their apt
neas for embroidery and lace making there may
be opened up for them a steadily remunerative
occupation.
In the nurse s training work also the idea has
been to provide the young women with remunera
tlve work, but the beginnings In that line were in
the face of stubborn prejudice and opposition.
The natives were extremely auspicious or doctors
and hoapitals and it was quite beyonii comprehension that any young woman of modesty and
good taste should be willing to undergo a nurse's

Redfield Plans Stimulation
of Export Trade.

4.006.50 Secretary

Ewes

well-know- n

ippine!.
The FUlplno, to be aure, had a civilization and cooks prior to the Amer
ican occupation, but the civilization waa not of
high standard. And after aeveral yeara of closf
study of the needa and possibilities of our rest-lealittle brown foster brothers of the far eastern islands domestic aclence haa been deemed
the surest foundation upon which to build.
To begin with, the home and Its women haa
been accepted by educatora as the best process
of engrafting ' occidental civilization, education
growth
and culture on the stunted, half-wilwhich centuries of Spanlah rule left behind. It
was the Filipino himself who pointed out the
way for the solving of his own personal equation.
Primitive as his home life had been he had been
living up to the best he knew. When something
better was before him he waa prompt to see the
advantages of the newer way.
The domestic science of the Filipino was not
science at all; it waa only a crude makeshift,
handed down to him from his ancestors. His
home was little better than a shack, very small
and destitute of furnishings. His diet waa ao
restricted that the Idea of such a thing as the
art of cookery had never occurred to him.
HIr clothing was little or nothing.
With the coming of the American and hla
higher standard of civilization the Filipino, especially he of the younger generation, aaw Ufe
from a new angle. He came to the realization
that there Is more in life than the mere business of living. He found that there is work to
do; that he must 'do his share toward raising
the standards of succeeding generations; that he
had his allotted task In the bringing of the civilisation of his. country to a higher level.
The first evidence of this awakening In the
Filipino waa the change in his method of life.
Gone are the open Area over which swung a single pot on a tripod. Gone is the ancient habit of
an entire family. Including the pups and the rest
animals, eating from a common
of the
dish. Gone also are the primitive sleeping arrangements.
To be sure the change was by evolution rather
than by revolution, but Its progress was sufficiently rapid and marked to compel the attention of
the American educators who had gone acrosa
sea- - to teach these primitive folk new things.
They had gone with a notion that the FUlplno
could be taught the aame things and by the same
methods that form the educational system In
California and New York. Texas and the Dakota.
They found, however, that phyalcal environment and previous social experience had bred in
the Filipino racial characteristics vastly different
from our own and made of him a aeparate educational problem.
The Filipino was not especially intereated In
whether or not he received mental training, but
he was ambitious, cleverly Imitative and keenly
alert to the greater creature comfort of civilisation which he glimpsed for the first time when
the American came and conquered. And for all
hi reputation for tlothfulneas he was willing and
anxious to work for these things which so suddenly he had come to desire these tangible and
outward signs of a higher civilisation.
So It wa that domeatic science and vocational
training brcame'an Integral part of the educational system of the Philippines. A
Filipino young people are vo'untarily In school
there ts no compulsory education In the Islands.
Primary English education Is open to all and Is
Incidental to the domestic science and vocational
courses.
The Filipino knew what he wanted and he got
It. and be is quite as happy aa the more sophls
tlcated souls Imagine we would be If ever we

$7.0008.50

21
14
14
16

19

14

26
11

15
12
10

11

9

14
24

15

u

7
18
13
11

16
12
10

Geese

Austria-Hungary-

26
26
23
21
18

Fruit.
$2.503.00
Cherries, Colo., crate
1.502.25
Currants, Colo., crate
1.6001.76
Gooseberries, Colo
Raspberries, Colo., crate... 1.752.0O
1.2502.00
Strawberries, Colo
Celery, dos., Colo

Peas, Colo
Potatoes, cwt
Tomatoes, homegrown, lb..
MISCELLANEOUS

.$ .7501.00
0

1

.08

.8002.0

.1 nidia

14

MARKETS.

Lead and Spelter.
New York. Lead Dull, $3.8503.90;
19 10s.
London.
21
Suelter $4. 00 5.06; London,
10s.

8t. Louis Lead
Spelter $4.S0.

$3.76S.80.

Wool in London.

one-four- th

one-sixt-

1
Denver
Eggs, graded, No. 2 net, F.
i
O. B .Denver
Eggs, case count, less com
l.76f(it.U
mission

Veaetables.

The abstract shows that the present
American export trade of $2,500,000,-00- 0
represents about $25 per capita.
per capita basis equal to that of
Argentina, It says, would raise Ameri
can export power to $5,000,000,000 and
one equal to that of Belgium would
bring Its exports to $10,000,000,000 a
year, while Its aggregate of foreign
trade, when upon a per capita basis as
large as Canada's, would be considerably over $13,000,000,000.
The United States' commercial pow
er and its strong international power
la further emphasized in the abstract.
It shows that the United Stut.es, with
258,000 miles of railway, possesses
of the world's total. It leada
In the mileage of its telegraph lines,
d
of the
performs more than
world's mail service on its own routes,
while its public debt of $1,000,000,000
,
Is less than that of Italy,
Germany, Australia,
Spain,
Japan, Great Britain and is less than
that of France and
that of Russia
In the period since 1870 farm prod
ucts rose In value from $2,000,000,000,
to $10,000,000,000 a year; the coal output from less than 30,000,000 to 500,- 000,000 long tons; copper from $12,600
to 600,000 tons; pig Iron from 2,000,-00- 0
to 31,000,000 tons; petroluem from
321,000,000 to 9,250,000,000 gallons, and
manufacturers from $4,000,000,000 to
over $20,000,000,000.
one-thir-

O. B.

.25
.25

000,000,000.

one-thir- d

Eggs.
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F.

Butter.
Creameries, ex. Colo., lb.
Creamerls, ex. Eajjt, lb.
Creameries, 2d grade, lb.
Process
Packing stock

Although a world
Washington.
leader in the Interchange of product
among its own people, the United
States' foreign trade is far short of its
Immediate possibilities. Such is the
conclusion of official of the Depart
ment of Commerce after a tudy of the
statistical abstract ot the United
States for 1913. American home trade
at present is estimated at about
which Is equal to the inter
national exchanges of the world and
pproxlmately ten times the value of Its
own foreign trade, now valued at $4,- -

I

i

;

Genasco

READY ROOFING

Made of Trinidad Lake asphalt
the greatest
weather - register
known. Kaat-lea- k
Klreta usad
only with
eaaaeo obviate the
use of unsightly cement. Writ
for circulars and prices.
The Hendfle & Bolthnff Mfe. & S. C$.
1SSS lTth
DUN VER. COL.O.
t.

KODAKS and SUPPLIES
Bond a your Ft nit for ilnruloplser. Rxpert
work only. Tbu book of Um Browutm fr4

ZX. Denver Photo Materials Co.
The offerings at the wool (Baatataa Kodak Ca.) Deaver, Colorado
13,617
bales
auction sales amounted to
experience.
The demand was brisk and prices
A campaign or enlightenment had to be
au
Merinos
of
grades
firm. The best
on before it was possible to establish nurs vanced from 5 tp 74 per cent. Amer
ing classes. Rut the readily adaptable FUlplno icans bought fine greasy Merinos and
once convinced that the nnest or young women crossbreds. Punta Arenas ranged trom
became nurses among more advanced and en unchanged to 6 per cent higher, and
grades at
lightened people, speedily abandoned her prej Americans secured the best was
more
udice. The set or the wind is now as strongly In Is 3Ad. The continent
the opposite direction and the vocation of active.
mWB, OAlLEUCAt WKUW
trained nurse has so caught popular rancy that
Creamery
Butter
Kansas
BISESE8
(Meat turn Iram iítr.JLJ&
the number or applicants each year Is tar greater
firsts, 21c seconds, 18c; pack OraatMt bin cUmtmrt 80 mUee on one ml- gwiinei
t ot Urea, lfeteaud Crterca
on
ono
lO.UUCi
rolle
than the capacity of the training school.
er, 17c.
Distributors lor Colorado. New Mexico and Wyoming
Eggs-Firs- ts,
18V4c; seconds, 14c
In basketry and rug weaving another profitable
THIS COI.OHAUO CARTtCHCAR CO.
line haa been opened for women, and by rare
Uva Asroata WaateS. less Mar. Heaver
good fortune It happens that the Islands produce
Prices In Chicago.
In lavish quantities all of the required materials
Chicago. Wheat No. 2 red, 81
which with their commercial values unknown Riur- No. í liard. 82 Vi & 83c: No.
hitherto were permitted to rot In the jungles. Northern. 88 H 90c: No. 2 spring, 87
INSTITUTE
88c.
Still another line of income la from the preserv
70c; No.
Corn No. 2 yellow, 89
Con. Eighteenth and Curtis
ing and canning of fruits for commerce, a Une
DENVER, COLO.
which at once makes Income bearing previously vellow. 69V470c.
Oat No. 3 white, 3788c; etand Alcohol and Drug Addictions
wasted human energy aa well as a vast fortune In turd,
unused fruits.
cored by a scientific court of medication.
Rye No. 2, 57c.
Bo summed up the training of the young Fill
Barloy 474i 58c.
The only place in Colorado where the
pino women means that when the Americans
á.áo
Timothy H
Genuine Keelcv Remedies are administered)
metb
came to teach tbem the desire for a better
Clover $10 00 13.5
od of living the new and strangely benevolent
Pork $21.87.
SLIDES
conqueror showed tbem at the samd time hpw
Lard $10.07.
the desire might be gratified.
London.

METZ

22

471?

UEÉÍMT
m

-

St.

8738c.

.

IHsSS

mm
CIMARRON NSW8

ftitw

10,005 cases of typhoid fever,
with approximately 8478 deaths; but
there were only 173 deaths from typhoid fever in Chicago la 1913. hence a
probable saving of 3,705 lives for the
city In that year.
Obviously this demonstrates what
may be done in the prevention of disease. If we are as Intelligent as we
aasutne ourselves to be, and there la
not something fundamentally and radically wrong with our entire system of
doing things, why this difference In
the same period between Europe, or
even the city of Chicago, and the total vital statistics registration area
of the United States? And what about
(he non registration area? Good health
and long life can be purchased; why
do we not buy it?

Fundamental I
Principles of

Xtrinks

Health
it answers every bere raga
requirement
rim, vigor, refreshment, wholesomeneta.
tCopyHah. ISM. tor A. 8. Cray)

WATER.

It will satisfy you.
Thm

Throw Away

Coca-Col-

a

Co., Atlanta,

o.

HOW HE TURNED THE TRICK

your pomplexion troubles with your After This, Mr. Mordlcal Ha mm arfaat
powder pufl
no need of either
Must Be Credited With Knowing

when yon use pure, harmless

Thing or Two.

Race

"The ALL DAY

Pomade

dining-

BEAUTY POWDER"
At all dealers or by mail 50c

Zona Co., Wichita. Kansas.

DEFIANCE STARCH
b constantly

growing

far

favor bocana

it

Does Not Stick to the Iron

and It will not in Jura tba finest fabric For
laundry parpóse sit has no equal 16 ox.
package lóc. 3 more starch for same money.
DEFIANCE STARCH CO. Omaha, Nebraska
1--

AUTO
SALVAGE COMPANY
W1M Main dim., li.n... ntto. SCn.
pip vo ee
Hia-uunun- oH,

tSPSSi

5$

Baa BHaao. Money refunded If good, rol
motor. Beecna hand ears at enrage lutws.
tea, oUs and piim. Ourespondenoe eoU-W- s
bur wreaked, burned or damaged ears.

EARN AN EASY DOLLAR

Mrs. Hordecal Hammerfest turned
pale as her husband entered the
-room
for breakfast
'Mordyl" she gasped. "Do you
don't you feel well?"
"Perfectly," he replied In seeming
surprise.
"But but, are you in your your
underdudsl"
"Tell me something I don't know.
Pass the butter, please," said Mr.
Hammerfest.
She passed the butter, remarking
nervously: "But, Mordy, dear, as you
came In I saw you didn't have any
shoes on."
"Well, what of It Tour hair Is in
curl papers. Isn't it?"
"Why
"And you have on a wrapper.
haven't you?"
"Tes."
"Very well, then."
And he went Su eating his break
fast In silence except when he asked
her to pass the butter. Then he went
upstairs and finished dressing, and the
next morning and on succeeding mornings she reported for breakfast m regular clothes.

?S

A itreet car runs twice as fast when
you are trying to catch It as it does
after you have caught it.
Red Cross Bag Blue, much better, goes
liquid blue. Get from any
Adv.

farther than

grocer.

Real, Tragedy of the Stage.
A beautiful actress, Ftauleln
was killed by accident recently,
while playing at the Theater of Va-

A Fish Story.
"The inns of dear old England are
picturesque," said Richard Le
on his return from abroad, "but
rieties at Berne, Switzerland. The last
food they serve Is something
the
comedy.
of
act the
"The Pride of the
Third Company," was coming to an
"After a visit to Blenheim palace I
end when Ftauleln Darmer fell
through a defective stage trap to a entered an innAsJnI the xmalntorvillage of
Woodstock.
tried to
distance of six feet and fractured her lunch my landlordluneaed
said to me:
skull. The actress was carried uncon" 'The great dook of Marlborough
scious to her room and a doctor was once sat in that chair you're a settln'
In prompt attendance, but the case in. sir.'
was beyond his help, and as the
" 'Is that sof said I.
fell on the comedy on the stage
" 'And the dook once drunk Is beer
the girl died. Neither the members of out o' that same mug you're
company
who
final
"call"
took
the
the
out of.'
nor the public, who wondered why the
" 'And I bet,' said I, T bet he refused
actress did not appear, bad the slight- to eat this fish, too. Well, take It away,
est idea of the tragedy that had oc- my man. I don't want it, either.' "
curred behind the scenes.
Bless the Ladles.
Suspicious.
"Our congressional oommittee heard
"Too bad Jinx and his wife don't
SO ladles in two hours.
That many
Set along well together."
"Why, I always understood that they men could have kept us listening for
several days."
were an ideal couple."
"That shows that women can trans"So did I, but they must have had
how did
si dreadful scrap before he started for act public business. But
they manage to crowd SO speeches
work this morning."
into two hours?"
"Did he have a black eye?"
"Oh, they spoke three and four at
"No, but he stopped In when we
were on our way home and bought her a time." Kansas City Journal.
Dar-me-

r,

ter-hibl-

our-tal-

at

n

box of candy."

five-poun- d

Ingenious Smuggling Device.
A museum of criminology has been
founded In Parts by M. Charlee Peroh-arformerly chief of the police Anarchist brigade. Among its curious
contents are a hollow wax baby which
was used to smuggle brandy into
Parts. A woman carried a baby into
the city every day, but as it never
grew sny bigger the authorities ex
sunlned it and discovered the fraud.

4

No Kick Coming From Mule.
"Is that your mule?" asked the man
going fishing.
"Tassir," said the colored man, who
was sitting on a log by the road.
"Does he kick?"
" 'Deed, mlstuh, he ain't got no cause
to kick. He's glttin' his own way
right along. I'm de one dat's bavin'
4e worry an' dlflloulty."
Our Statesmen.
Ambrose Blerce. the brilliant satlr
1st gave, at a dinner In Washington, a
raw Dolltlcal definitions.
"A conservative," said Mr. Blerce,
"la a statesman who is enamored of
existing evils, while a radical would

replace them with others.
No Relief.
you sand away that
red. growling dog to the pound?"

"Did

"Tee, but it doesn't help things
I can't send my husband there
too."
much.

Woman's Opinion.
Mistreat Haven't you any refer
ences?
Maid I have, but they're like my
photographs none of them do me
justice.
A

That's Settled.

Bobble (who has been sent over for
the fifth time to find out how Mrs.
Brown is) All right ma; she's dead
Only
Judging

would think of
a woman's cooking by the

a

fool man

apologies the makes for it

THt

Water It such a common, eviry-dathing that few of ut give it any
thought whatever, and Just because It
la free a very large number of persons do cot drink It in sufficient quantities to maintain a good degree of
physical health. No other article of
diet enters to completely Into the construction and support of all living
tilings both animal and vegetable as
water, and it is this very omnipresence of water acting on that peculiar
twist of the human mind that leads
us to treat familiar things with reckless contempt that results in our criminal Indifference to water supplies.
As a matter of fact, water is an element of vast significance in the maintenance of human life and efficiency,
and to secure and maintain health the
Individual citizen must know the truth
concerning this most important part
of our diet.
The scaly cells on the surface of our
akin, our hair and the tips of our
nails are the only parts of our bodies
that can live In air. About 99 per
cent of the cells that constitute our
bodies are still aquatic organisms and
can and do Itve and grow only when
swimming in salt water.
Under favorable conditions we can
live for 30 days or more without food,
bat not more than a few minutes without air and only about three days without water. Were we to spend a mate'
rial part of the money we squander
on food for good air and good water
no doubt we should be vastly more
efficient, certainly we would be happier, for there can be no real happiness without good health.
Deprived of water for three days we
become delirious and die from poisoning by our own waste products. A
steady stream of water flowing
through our bodies is necessary to
wash out and carry away the toxins
resulting from cell activity or we
must inevitably succumb to disease;
and to keep this cleansing stream flowing

in sufficient

volume

too-pro- vided

we should

I

Keep Cool
and

Comfortable

Post
Toasties

They're light and easily
digested and yet nourishing
and satisfying. No bother in
preparation just pour from
the package and add cream
and sugar or they're mighty
good with fresh berries or

fruit

The

,

Memory Lingers"

CORSET.

The corset has held sway, so It ftt
since about A. D. 910, and
nothing but the French Revolution
has ever for an Instant broken Its
Sold on the female sex. For about
two years during the height of that
Social orgy the garment waa abandoned; then France relapsed once
Btore into civilisation and the corset
The pulpit, the medical profeaaiea,
reformers of all sorts and descriptions, have stormed and threatened,
argued and pleaded for the abandonment of the corset but woman for
some reason (may it not be what we
term "Instinct"?) has tenaciously
clung to the device which, until very
recent years, with the invention of
the front lace, flow bust corset has
seen a moat injurious appliance and
One undoubtedly
productive of vast
harm to the human race.
There Is a reason for everything
ánd we do not have to delve into
the mysteries of psychology or of any
other "oloxies" to locate the source of
woman h fondness for the corset It
IB
a matter of good sense, of mechanics, of gravity and balance. What
We term "Instinct" is usually the mechanical following of the line of least
reelstsnce. the line of ease and comfort. Woman Is more comfortable In
the corset, therefore she will wear it
And It 8 good for her to do so,
It follows natural lines and
is so adjusted that It will not displace
the normal center of gravity
There Is something Intensely ar
surd and Incongruous in the fact that
our women go to art galleries and
there admire the perfect form. They
buy beautiful bronze and marble figures to adorn the home, and Invariably the finest examples of art and
of beauty unadorned will be found to
have a waist 46.7 per cent of the
height. Hut she herself will crowd
her own
bust and
hips Into a
corset, not understanding that the effect Is not only
grotesque but that harmony is the
good and the beautiful and should be
lived personally, continuously every
day: it Is not to be bought In small
doses and admired from a distance.
That is the message the artist is
striving to convey to us, and this not
for art's sake but for posterity, for
in these contradictions lie the root of
111 health and decay.
The uncivilized individual may rest
when weary but the civilized may not
The very rapid
and hold his Job.
change In Industrial conditions makes
for an almost universal need for keeping the trunk of the body constantly
erect, either standing or sitting In a
chair, for about 16 out of the 24
hours. These long erect hours, coupled with confinement in poorly ventilated buildings, insufficient nutrition,
worry and other depressing causes incident to modern commercialism al
most too numerous to mention, result
in an enervated muscular system. The
abdominal muscles relax, permitting
the abdominal contents to sag, resulting In a condition known as enterop
tosls, or Glenard's disease. This
means that tbe stomach and intestines, the kidneys, liver and spleen,
one or all sag down.
Constipation, melancholia, backache,
appendicitis.
debility,
biliousness,
headache early loss of complexion
and a long list of ailments common
to the majority of women and to many
men of all civilized countries are a
few of the results of this lack of
muscular tone against which woman
strives to defend herself with the corset. But like all good things it is
abused through our ignorance of the
entire field that must be considered.
The first step to secure a correctly
fitted corset Is to have the body In
natural balance, and this means a correct shoe as a foundation. Tbe shoe
and the corset acting together are undoubtedly responsible for at least 90
per cent of the alimenta supposed to
be the particular heritage of woman.
The average woman needs the services of a skilled mechanical engineer
more than she does ths services of
the gynecologist. Her troubles are
fundamentally mechanical and mental
rather than physical, and that It why
her case Is always "chronic" and why
It will remain "chronic" until the
cause of the trouble Is corrected. Her
backaches, headaches, rheumatisms,
"nervousness" and the entire train of
symptoms are due more to muscular
strains and exhaustion than to anything else.
If the trouble would cease with the
Individual foolish enough to tubmlt to
torture In the worship of tradition we
might endure it, but unfortunately it
does not and can not.
Humanity Is superior to tbe rest of
creation only In Its ability to think,
to wl'l and to do, and there Is tome-thincuriously contradictory in the
fact that man, the superior anime!.
anxious to perpetuate his kind and
gladly becomes responsible tor it but
stubbornly refuses its right to the
best that life has to give good
health.
h

0

of 23.6.

The city of Chicago In 1891 had a
typhoid rate of 178.8 per 100.000 inhabitants. An investment of 102,000,-00(approximately $37 per capita for
the population of the year 1913) In a
drainage canal and the adoption of
other reasonable sanitary precautions
reduced the typhoid fever death rate
In 1911 to only 7.E per 100,000 Inhabitants, probably the lowest rate ever
recorded for an American city of more
than 600,000 inhabitants. Had the 1191
typhoid rate prevailed lu Chicago in
1913 there would have been approxV- 0

COULD NOT

Alert Traveler Evidently Imagined
Providence Had Thrown "Game"
Within His Reach.

claimed,

drink about two quarts of fluid daily.
Absolutely pure water is not found
on earth. Even freshly fallen rain water contains some foreign matter, the
amount and character of which depends on the degree of contamination
of the air through which it falls. Prom
the moment the vapor Is condensed
into water in the clouds every drop
that falls begins to soak up something
out of everything it touches on Its
Journey to the sea, so that when we
use any of it from any source in our
diet we are really drinking the waste
water from nature's laundry after she
has washed all out outdoors with It
According to average local standards, water Is "pure" and fit to drink
If It is more, or 'less clear, does not
smell bad and does not quickly originate some clearly defined disease in
the body of the drinker. That it contains pathogenic organisms or ptomaines from the action of bacteria
upon decaying organic matter Is demBoth Imposed Upon.
Deserted Wife (telling grocer her onstrated only by some unusually severe outbreak of disease in a commutroubles) And I trusted him so.
nity, and generally not until then is
Grocer Confound it So did I.
it even suspected that the water may
If you are In ill health
A woman loves a man In proportion be "impure."
have yoar drinking water analyzed
to his ability to make her angry.
and the source of supply Investigated.
Delivery of drinking water contain
ing elements deleterious to life is going on in every section of this country, but because of our grossly inadequate vital statistics bookkeeping we
are unable to deduce the vastly valuable knowledge to be derived therefrom. However, the concentration of
people in the cities has compelled attention to public health matters so
that money and organizations are employed and rules and regulations en)
forced that have for their object the
Don't spend so much of
protection of the inhabitants against
your time cooking during hot
infection through water, milk and
weather; and your family will
waste products.
Taking typhoid fever as a gauge, let
be healthier without the heavy
compare conditions In several parts
us
cooked foods.
Germany, with a popuof the world.
lation density of 310.9 per square mile
(more than ten times greater density
Give them
than our own), had in the same period of time a typhoid death rate of
4.7, compared with bur 33.5 per
inhabitants ; the Netherlands, with
458.8 density, s death rate of 6.4 ; Switzerland, with a density of 341.7, a mortality of 3.8, and England and Wales,
with a density of 373.6, a death rate of
only six per 100,000 Inhabitants, compared with the United States with a
density of only 30.9 and a mortality
100.-00-

AWOKE THE HUNTER INSTINCT

h

g

Gilbert Parker, the English author,
tells of an English gentleman, who re
cently came to this country to visit
some friends In California. "In com
mon with most travelers he supposed
game was plentiful everywhere In that
tate, so he carried with him tbe nec
essary guns and ammunition.
"As bis train neared San Bernard
Ino Just before making the mountain climb there was a delay. Several hours passed, and still the train
remained stationary; and our traveler
friend grew restive, and sought the
porter of the Pullman car to ascertain
the cause of tbet delay.
"It seems that In mounting the
grade a freight train had broken apart
the rear portion having descended the
grade and blocked the track. The por
ter Informed him of tbe accident to
the freight train, and said, 'There it
a caboowe on the track.'
"Immediately the hunter' instinct
was awakened; hastening to bis berth,
he procured his gun and started for
the door saying:
" 'Show It to met Show it to met'
FURNISHED

BOND

OF AMITY

Discomfited "Good Samaritan" the Un
willing Means of Bringing Rival

Humorists Together.
Once upon a time two humorists
dwelt in the same small town and both

contributed to the Sunday Star.
was but natural, they became wildly
Jealous of each other, and when one
would win a little more prominence
than his fellow the other would have
seven kinds of fits. "Tour Pleasant
Valley Items give me a pain I" qujth
one. "Your proae rhymes make me
1111" retorted the other. As they were
about to come to blows there ap
peared on the scene a Good Samaritan
and to him they appealed. "Which of
us is the funnier?" they asked. "Nelth
ert" was tho prompt reply. "You are
both as un'unny as wart hogs, and as
tiresome as a trip across the Sahara!"
Thereat they both set upon the gentleman from Samaria and beat him
full sore, and dwelt together in amity
forever after.
Moral:
From this we should learn
that while humorists delight In quarreling among themselves, they frequently resent critiotsm from outsiders. Kansas City Star.
Going Him One Better.
An English bishop, offering an orange to a little child, remarked, sweetly:
"Now, my little man, I shall give
you this orange if you tell me where
God is." ,
"My lord," answered the child, son
of a clergyman, "I'll give you two
oranges if you'll tell me where he
Is not. '

STAND ON FEET
Mrs. Baker So

ul,

Weak-Co-

Not Do Her Work Found
Relief In Novel Way.
Adrian, Mich,
"I suffered terrible
with female weakness and backache anil
got so weak that I
could hardly do ma
work. When 1
washed my dishes 1
had to sit down and
whan I would sweed
the floor I would get

that 1 would

so weak

have to get a drinki
every few minutes.
and before I did
dusting I would ha'
to lie down. I
SO poorly that my folks thought I
One day
going into consumption.
found a piece of paper blowing;
the yard and I picked it up and read tl
It taid 'Saved from the Orare,'
told what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vi
ble Compound has done for woman.
showed it to my husband and be atJdJ
Why don't you try it?' So I did, and
after I had taken two bottles I feif
better and I said to my husband, 'I don't
need any more,' and he said 'Yon had
better take It a little longer anyway."
So I took it for three months and got
well and strong. " Mrs. Alomxo HI
9 Tecnmseh St, Adrian, Mlehv
If ot Well Enough to Work.

Baker,

In these words Is bidden the tragedy
of many a woman, housekeeper or wage
earner who supports herself and Is often
helping to support a family, on meagre!
wages. Whether in house, office, factory, shop, store or kitchen, worn as
should remember that there is one tried
and true remedy for the ills to which all
women are prone, and that Is Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. IS
promotes that vigor which makes work
easy.t The Lydia E. Pinkham Medicina
Co., Lynn, Mass.
Modern Greek.

stranger came Into our office and
graciously offered us some fruit which
he said he purchased downstairs 19
the Greek grocery store. We asked
him what Greek grocery, and he said
the one right under us, In Holpos'
place. We have been here some time
and knew nobody of that name, and
to satisfy our curiosity we went downstairs to have a look.
Sure enough, there waa what did
look like "Holpos" on the end of the
awning, at least there were the let
tere "H Q L P O S" standing out in
bold relief. We have learned tlnce
that it It an abbreviation Used by
the store which, when translated,
means "Highest quality, lowest prices,
our standard." To the average reader it's all Greek and would easily
pass for a Hellenic name. Qulncj
Ledger.
A

An Apposite Choice.
Bishop Evans Tyrse at a dinner in
Nashville was asked it he had any
Not 80 Much to Blsme.
Idea of preaching on the new fashions
"I didn't know you were so accomthe backless evening gown, slashed
plished a linguist" he remarked as he skirt and so forth.
paper
glanced at the
the was reading.
"No," said the bishop; "such an Idea
"I don't make any pretentions In has not occurred to me. If, however, I
that direction," the answered.
should preach on the new fashions 1
"But that Is a Russian newspaper would assuredly choose my text from
you have picked up."
Revelation."
"Why, so It is," the answered In surprise. "I thought it was a dialect
Somehow
the man who attends
etory."
strictly to his own business never ao

quires a reputation as an entertaining
conversationalist

Oh, That Way!

"It's such a silly superstition to be
always picking up pins!" .
"You may call it a superstition if
you wish, but I know a chap who
makes about 36 a week by doing it."
"How can a fellow gather that Prompt Relief Permanent
many?"
CARTER'S LITTLE
"He works in a bowling alley."
LIVER PILLS never

Constipation
Vanishes Forever

Judge.

Cure

L

fail. Purely vegeta
act surely
ble
LADISJ8 CAN WEAR SHOES
but gently on
One alee smaller after nalng Allen Ittot- .
Antlaeptlo powder ta be ihakm Into the thorn. It the liver.
maten tight or new ihoee feW naay. J net the thine, Stop after
tor dancing. Rrii
disuhafitut. for lusa trial dinner
peoSage, add rea Allen

a Olmaud, LeHoy,

Hr.nDTFDX

JEW I

N, T.

His Wish.

She (during the quarrel) I only
married you to spite Fred Johnson.
He (ruefully) I wish to heaven
you'd married Fred Johnson to spite

vtK

sJliar

tresscure r
indigestion."
(

JSeST

'

wawa

improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine mutt bear Signature

me.
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Water?

No BiaarUog-lu- at
Writ for Book of the
Comfort.
by man rree. Murine tye Remedy Co., Gnleago.
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DAISY FLY KILLER tr.ru eat
kilU ell
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Im. Seat, leen,
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all
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Rotation of Tools.
"Your garden will be late."
"I'm afraid so; but you

mewl, eeateptii or Be
e.eri will aet eell at

see the
Folsom's

Bradleys are still using
spade and hoe." Boston Transcript

aajrlklag.
talare
Oeemaleed eSeent.
All deslere erseaai
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Smile on wash day. That's when yon ate
Red Cross Dag Blue. Clothes whiter than
snow. All grocers. Adv.

in,
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a girl never breaks into
the spinster class until she gets angry
However,

W. N. U, DENVER, NO.

when called one.

14.

Save the Babies.
MORTALITY ia something frightful.

We oan hardly realize that
per cent,
INFANT the children born In oivflLaed countries, twenty-twdie before they reach one year thill esrea
before they are five, and rats half before
per cent, or more than
hey are fifteen I
We do not hesitate to say that a timely use of Csetoria would save a
majority of these precious Uvea Neither do we hesitate to say Shas many
o

one-quart-

one-thir- d,

wets inrantue a earns are oooasionea oy rae ase os nerooao prepara uo
Drops, tinctures and soothing; syrups sold for children's 00m plaints oouti
more or less opium or morphine. They are, in considerable quantlti
deadly poisons.
In any Quantity, the stupefy, retard oáretaLatioa and
to congestions, sickness, death. Cas torta operates exactly tbe reverse, but
you must see that It bears the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher. Cas tor ia
causes the blood to circulate properly, opens the
m
pores of the skin and allays fever.

01
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encino Castalia always bears the signature of
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NEWS ITEMS

LOCAL AND PERSONAL

High grade dentistry is my proo( the dental art
fession. All work guaranteed. Dr.
:ed. Dr. Locke.
Locke.

All U
careful!)
I

Pete Bjorge is confined to his
home this week with illness.
Meals

"i

i

Rt

SUPPLY

Mrs. C. B. Kohlbausen of Raton
is spending the week as a guest at

Chase Ranch.
all hours are served at the

COMPANY

Weber's Restaurant and Bakery.
Hagadorn and son Ward
were business visitors in Cimarron
Tuesday from the Rayado ranch.
J.

Weber's Bakery

J. M. Heck was a business visitor in Raton, Tuesday- -

Bakers' Goods and

Rooms suitable for light house
keeping for rent at the Antlers.

Confectioners
David B. Cole attended to busi
ness mattw in Raton, Monday.

D-

-

H. G. Frankenburger was a
to Raton, Monday where he
attended to company business.
pas-seng- er

WE

SELL-- .

The NeWs is working for vou and
the community every week. What
are YOU, not the other fellow, do-

All Kinds

At the Model Grocery cream 40c ing for it?
per !)t., and buttermilk 5c a quart.

Harness and Saddles

lames Ellis went to Denver on
Patronize home industry and Tuesday to spend a few weeks as
buy your bakery goods at Weber's tbe guewt of friends before
Restaurant and Bakery.
to busion

Wednesday.

A. W. VASEY

Sixteen Strongest and Beát Companies Represented.
News Estimate On

Your

Lumber and Other Building Matetial

Hardware

Give us a chance to quote you

H. L. Pratt came down from
Red River, Sunday with a party of
friends, who camped in that section a few days.

on your wants

in these

lines

Swastika coal, the most beat for

Fire, Accident, Liability, Tornado, Automobile and Life Insurance.

Let The

Farming Implements

Wagons

Chas. Springer attended to btfsi
District Attorney Rfcrnlcy was an nets in the county seat town Tues
official court visitor in Raton the day.
first of the week.

Chase attended
J nessStanley
matters at the county seat

of

Next Job

vour money, sold by J. W.

Al Davis and family moved to
Dawson, Satnrday to make that
place their home.

C. B. Clapper returned to his
home in Red River the last of the
week after spending a few days on
business in Raton.

Mrs. Arthur Joonson and her
daughter Constance, of Raton are
the guests for a few days at the
Mrs. lCrooks and two children Cartwright home on 8th street.
returned the last of the week from
a month's visit with relatives in
Mrs. W. A. Brown came down
Pueblo, Colorado.
from Bonito, Monday, and depart
ed the following morning for tbe
southern part of tbe state on an ex
tended visit.

f

J. L. Abreu moved from Rayado
to Ocate tbe last of the week with
He recently purchashis family.
ed a ranch on the Sweetwater and
will make it his future boine.
He
will stock the ranch with horses

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp
SiandaAd afneandeicent OH JLamft of the Uorid

Whitest Light, Brightest Light, No Noise,
No Odor, The Best Oil Light In Existence, fg
Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
Good-a-Ligas Electric, Uses Less Oil
Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed
ht

and cattle.
The bail storm on Sunday did
considerable damage to crops in
this section. Gardens in town suffered a lot as tbe hail pounded a
part of the venetables to the ground
some of which however has come
back again.

J. W. JERLS, Distributor

Job Printing at the News

Card of Thanks

LIBERTY AND SERVICE
On

uly 4th, 1776, the ringing of the Liberty Bell announced to the world the birth

of a new nation.
In the century and a halt that has pas'scd since that day, the Spirit of Liberty has
'

been the keynote of the Republic's progress.
foster-e-

That Spirit of Service has made the Bell System one of the largest and most
ful corporations in the country.

In tbe seven mountain states operated by your telephone company, there are

use-

232.-58-

a

telephones giving daily service.
of effort,

at the right prices

Delivered

Delivered

In Any

At Any

Quantity

Time

d

The telephone, a plaything of thirty years ago, has kept pace with tbe nation's
growth until today there are 8,00,000 in daily use.

has made

There are more telephones giving better service in tbe United States, than in any
country in the world

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"Tbe Corporation Different"

Sunday School
Class Entertained

Just as the Republic is founded on the Spirit of Liberty, the Bell System is
and guided by a Spirit of Service.

Private enterprise guided by a Spirit of Service with a Liberty
this development possible.

To the kind friends and neighbors who so willingly assisted us
during tbe sickness and death 6f
our beloved mother, we wish to express our heartfelt thanks, also (or
for the floral offerings.
The Abreu Family.

Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Franken
burger, who always entertain delightfully, were the host and hostess of the former's Sunday School
class at their home last Wednesday evening in honor of their son,

Geo. Frankenburger.
The party
did not break up until a late hour
and with every body happy. Those
Mr. and Mrs. LouI resent were:
is Frankenburger,
Misses Auna
Muy Trester, Maud
and Kuth
Scott, Irene Kirk, Molly
Belle Cartwright, Edith
Dulrv, Vera Whiteman, Mattie
and Alma Troutman, Julia Masten,
Pearl Riggen and Ollie Zastrow;
Messis. Owen Chandler, Lloyd
Housour, Chas, and Alfred Mast-en- ,
Francis Olmstead, Karl Crock
er, Chai. Fanning and Guy Pease.
Cart-wrigh-

t,

FULL WEIGHT
Get the kind that

is live, artificial ice,

that

natural and keeps longer and cooler, than any other kind. Give it a test
is frozen

Watermelons On Ice

Cimarron Meat Market

